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WHEN CULTURES COLLIDE
Abstract

Every world culture defines itself differently through the application of similar qualifying
processes.

Gastronomy is an important one of these processes. This thesis aims to explain how

food both aids in and exists as a reflection of cultural identity by asking these questions: What
are the specifics of how gastronomical processes are applied in Uruguay and the Mississippi
Delta? Do the two regions share similar cultural identification structures?

If so, in what ways are

they similar, and what do these similarities mean in the context of identity construction? In
doing this, | aim to explain why culinary practices, more so than any other cultural traditions,
demonstrate a resiliency in cultures that experienced heavy immigration. My research on this
subject combines secondary, historical sources with primary sources, namely interviews, and
ethnographic studies of each culture.
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Introduction
The inspiration for this thesis originated with my upbringing in a Lebanese
family.

I learned an appreciation for food at a young age, and, as I grew older, that

appreciation matured into curiosity. The probing question of why people eat what they
eat and how they eat it is part of my overarching desire to understand human nature in
general, a desire that led me to choose International Studies as my major.

In doing this, I

was granted the opportunity to focus my questions on a different region of the world:
South America.

During my travels abroad, I was always most excited and intrigued

about the food-a sentiment shared by many of my traveling companions.

After spending

six months in Uruguay doing my best to immerse myself in Uruguayan culture, I began to
ponder whether the culinary cultures of Uruguay and the Lebanese culinary culture to
which I had been exposed my entire life were similar in nature.

In this thesis, I claim that

Southern Lebanese and Uruguayan food cultures do share similar inherent qualities.

I

base this claim upon the relationship between food and identity established in each
culture throughout their respective periods of immigration.

Although the main question

in this thesis is why culinary traditions are so important in establishing identity within
immigrant communities, I bring up several other similar, yet related, questions in the
process of addressing my overarching thesis. This complexity is an expected
consequence of the complicated, multidimensional nature of my topic of study: culture
and identity construction.
Immigration makes variable the factors of identity. Picture leaving one’s home,
family, and everything familiar and migrating to a completely foreign place.

Everything

hm
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about this new place is different, the language, the weather, the way people look.
Clinging to whatever cultural familiarity possible is an understandable and expected
reaction to immigration.

Immigrants confront a feeling of powerlessness in an unfamiliar

culture by imposing their own cultural traditions on their new environment.

While other

remnants of immigrants’ home culture remain, they do not claim as important or

prominent of a place in the establishment of daily life as culinary traditions. For
example, while immigrants may speak their native language in their home with their
family, learning the language of one’s new country of residence, at least enough to

communicate with those around you, is practically inevitable. At the same time, culinary
traditions do not retain full authenticity in immigrant cultures, due to many factors I will
discuss further later.

However, I will also discuss how more effort is exerted in retaining

the authenticity of culinary traditions than other cultural traditions.
Feasting shows the intermingling and rearrangement that occurs when cultures
intertwine due to immigration, an occurrence known as accommodation.
kibbee, a Lebanese meat dish, is traditionally made with ground lamb.

For example,
However, finding

kibbee made with ground lamb these days is a difficult task, at least in the Mississippi
Delta.

Lebanese immigrants who opened restaurants or who prepared the kibbee in their

homes stopped using lamb and began using ground beef instead, because the beef was
much more available and affordable.

This ingredient change made the dish more familiar

to those outside of the Lebanese community, a key factor in making kibbee the popular
food it is today.

In Vicksburg, Mississippi, the butchers at the local supermarkets are so

familiar with the dish that they know exactly what one means when they ask for “kibbee
meat”--meat that is ground twice so that it is very fine and has very little fat content

(Purser, 2012).

Wo
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Uruguayans also put their own spin on traditional European dishes and

culinary traditions.

For example, pizza is one of the most commonly found foods on

Uruguayan menus.

However, the pizza listings include a choice that is most likely not

present on any traditional Italian menus, faina. Faina is derived from the Italian fainata,
and the French socca, both types of flatbreads.

It is made from a mixture of chickpea

flour, olive oil, water, and herbs. Uruguayans usually order faina with their pizza and eat
it “on horseback,”

Iss

meaning they stack the faina on top of the slice of pizza. Despite its

European derivations, eating faina in this manner is strictly a Platense” tradition (This
information was derived from participant observation during the five months I spent in
Montevideo, Uruguay).
The distinction here between the two cases is a subtle, but important one. The
Lebanese community in the Mississippi Delta presents as an enclave community, a term I
will discuss more in depth later. Although the present-day members of this community
identify as Americans, an essential part of that identity is their Lebanese heritage.

Much

effort has been put into retaining Lebanese traditions through the years, especially
culinary traditions.

However, the traditions inevitably underwent changes and

adaptations throughout time, creating an identity unique to the Lebanese community in
the Misssissippi Delta. The Uruguayan case is also one of a created identity.

While

much of Uruguayan culinary tradition has European roots, Uruguayans have intentionally
manipulated these traditions and incorporated them into their own national diet as a way
of creating a culinary culture that is uniquely their own.

' pizza a caballo
* adjective used to describe the region near the Rio de la Plata

However, the formation of the
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Uruguayan identity means the formation ofa national identity, rather than a regional
identity within a larger national context.
Nonetheless, I argue that the two cases are intrinsically comparable, due to the
underlying similarity ofa history of immigration that led to an emphasis on culinary
traditions in the construction of their identities, whether they are regional or national.
The comparison of these two seemingly incomparable cases aids in further understanding
of the importance of food culture and foodways in the construction of identity in cultures

shaped by immigration. In the following chapters, I prove that Southern Lebanese and
Uruguayan culinary traditions are not only comparable but serve as a model for
understanding the identity construction of other cultures with a similar history.

Methodology
To contextualize this thesis, I rely on historical sources to establish a comparable

context in which to discuss the two cultures. Both Uruguay and the Southern United
States experienced heavy flows of immigration during their formative years. I denote the
history of immigration in each region as a means of explaining the gastronomic cultural
traditions each culture now claims as their own.

Relatedly, I question how these culinary

traditions define how citizens of each region identify themselves.

In Uruguay, I study the

massive influx of European immigration, namely Italians, Spanish, and French, that
redefined the country in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Uruguayan cuisine still
exhibits the influence left by these groups, with every menu boasting pizzas and pastas of
all sorts, as well as a general demonstration of European heritage through traditions such
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as the sobremesa®.

With respect to the Mississippi Delta, I focus specifically on the

Lebanese culture present there, investigating both the history of its presence and the ways
in which Lebanese culinary culture is practiced to this day and combined with other
Southern traditions to create a distinctive fusion.
I also use non-historical, secondary sources to construct a theoretical framework

from which I attempt to explain the findings of my primary research. There is a large
amount of secondary research available on the subject of food cultures. However, for the
purposes of this thesis, it was necessary to discuss the theories of several works from
multiple academic disciplines, due to its highly original theme.

It is essential to mention

Claude Levi-Strauss as the father of culinary culture theory with his article, The Culinary
Triangle.

| also use the works of Mary Douglas, Sidney W. Mintz, Christine M. DuBois,

James E. McWilliams, Marvin Harris, Susan Kalcik, and Donna Gabaccia.

These works

will be discussed in more detail later, but they all provide insights into the relationship
between food and the construction of cultural identity.
In addition to secondary sources, I provide primary source evidence in the form of
interviews of members of both Uruguayan and Southern-Lebanese cultures.

Interviewees

were asked the same series of questions (in their native language) to ensure a comparable
data set. The interviews I preformed were approved by the Institutional Review Board in
October, 2012.

I also use information from the Southern Foodways Alliance’s oral

history project titled, Delta Lebanese.

It consists of five interviews with prominent

members of the Lebanese community in the Delta. The subjects describe their Lebanese
heritage and how they continue to practice it today through culinary traditions.

After

> This term refers to a common practice in Spain and several Latin American societies in which the
participants in a meal linger over the table for an extended period of time after completing the meal,
drinking, conversing, and enjoying one another’s company.
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explaining each of the cultures separately and providing primary evidence to support my
assertions, I analyze them through ethnographic comparison of culinary practices. The
combination of these sources and methods leads to the answer of my question: How and
why are culinary traditions essential in the establishment of cultural identity within
Southern Lebanese and Uruguayan communities?
It is important to point out that the two cultures studied possess fundamental
differences.

The Uruguayan case is the study of the construction of a national

gastronomy, based on the influence of a large and varied immigrant population.

In

contrast, the case of the Mississippi Delta is characterized by a regional population in
which I concentrate on a specific ethnic group, the Lebanese.
are comparable, and for more than one reason.
as small areas within a broader context.

However, these two cases

Firstly, both Uruguay and the Delta exist

Uruguay is the smallest South American country

(not taking into account Trinidad and Tobago, Suriname, and Guyana), struggling to
define itself outside of the context of neighboring Argentina.

Similarly, the Delta region

in Mississippi is a smaller area of the state, typically characterized as the center of
African American history and culture, although the Lebanese community in the region is
fairly prevalent.

The most important factor that lends to comparison is the

aforementioned history of immigration in the developmental stages of each case. The
Lebanese community in the Delta is, by definition, an immigrant community, while more
than eighty percent of Uruguayans claim European ancestry (“Uruguay,” 2012).
commonalities prove that the two cultures are comparable despite their obvious
geographic differences.

These

WHEN
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Another important question to answer is, why is the study of food cultures

important?

Food and its surrounding culture is a proven way in which people from

different backgrounds can understand each other and find relatable experiences.

A very

clear example of this is described by English professor Beth Ann Fennelly in her article
in a 2009 edition of Oxford American magazine.

Her article, entitled “Taste Buds: A

long-distance friendship based on food,” describes exactly that, a friendship she
developed with a woman who lives several states away that is entirely based on recipes
they send back and forth. They have never met face to face, or even spoken on the
telephone, yet they are privy to intimate details of each other’s lives, due to the stories
that naturally accompany the sharing of recipes. Another clear example of the basic
understanding food provides comes from my experiences abroad.

I noticed (as well as

many of my friends) that one of the very first questions any foreigner is asked upon
meeting a native is, “So how do you like the food?”.

Upon returning, one’s friends and

family undoubtedly ask the same question when inquiring about your adventures.

I apply

this phenomena in an international context, claiming that people from different parts of
the world can find mutual understanding of each other, due to historical similarities in
their societal constructions that influenced the development of their culinary cultures into
what I refer to as “fusion cuisine,” that is, an evolution of a culture’s foodways to adapt

to new cultural surroundings while maintaining the traditions of home.

While the two

cases studied in this thesis present two different variations of fusion cuisine, as discussed

above, they share a commonality of relying on food to maintain the infrastructure of their
identity.

Inherent in this infrastructure are outward cultural practices and rituals that

encompass other important identifying factors, such as gender and religion.

The breadth
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of this thesis is not wide enough to fully discuss these additional factors, but it is

important that a reader is aware of their presence in identity construction, in addition to
and in concurrence with culinary traditions.

Key Terms and Ideas
Throughout this thesis, there will be much discussion of “foodways” and “food

culture,” making it necessary to define these two terms.

In this thesis, foodways refers to

the traditional patterns of food consumption by a specific group of people and all the
traditions and implications associated with that food, whether they are political,
economic, social, religious, psychological, historical, nutritional, or the like. Foodways

are the manner by which a specific group perpetuates its food culture. Food culture, or
culinary culture, refers more generally to social practices and traditions that may (or may
not) be applicable to all cultural groups.

The next chapter will provide more theory and

insight on these terms through the discussion of secondary literature.

It is important to

point out that the above definitions are my own, but I will mention varying definitions
and applications of these definitions in the following discussion of theory.

The

discussion of culinary culture and foodways can vary significantly, depending on the
context in which the terms are being discussed.

9
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Chapter 1: Background, Terms, and Theory
Before discussing the basic culinary traditions of each region, I first discuss two
questions fundamental to this thesis: What is culinary or food culture? and, Why is it
important?

Food culture does not have a widely accepted classic definition, rather, it

consists of several theories and schools of thought that are related to many academic
disciplines. For the purposes of my research, I define food or culinary culture’ as those
traditions and given meanings practiced by regional and ethnic groups surrounding their
consumption of food. When taken apart, the phrase indicates a simplistic meaning-the
culture surrounding food. However, while food is solely that which is consumed, food
culture includes the meanings behind the manner in which the food is consumed.

These

meanings vary from culture to culture, depending on several factors, including history,

religion, gender, sexuality, and many others. It is for this reason culinary culture is so
important in identity construction; food does not simply serve a biological necessity, it
aids in the formation of one’s conception of self.
Again, the importance of food culture lies beyond the basic physical necessity of
consuming food to survive and is related to the variable factors mentioned above.
is our common ground, a universal experience” (as cited in Harris, 2005).

“Food

It seems to be

widely accepted that food is a universal method of communicating and understanding one
another.

There are many theories on to why this is, but they all relate back to the idea

that food is a central commonality in the lives of everyone.

Evidence of this universal

nature of food is all around us. If invited to someone’s home in any part of the world,
* A note to the reader: Throughout this thesis, I will use the terms food culture and culinary culture
interchangeably.
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chances are one of the first things the host or hostess will do is offer the invitee food or
drink. The communicative properties of food are so ingrained in North American society
that we experience them as a part of popular culture, most likely without even noticing.
For example, many commercials on television advertise different food products through
the common theme of the sharing of food between family and friends. One specific
commercial that comes to mind portrayed a grandmother and her grandchildren baking in
the kitchen. The tagline of the commercial was, “All great traditions begin in the
kitchen.” This simple phrase implies not only the passing of the recipe from generation
to generation, but also the passing of traditions more intrinsic to the nature of whom the
characters are as a family, a unit within a specific cultural group.
This thesis aims to prove not only the importance of food culture, but more
specifically, the importance of food culture to the construction of identity within
immigrant communities.

Food and eating are important methods of communication that

become increasingly more important when traditional methods of communication are
inhibited by circumstances such as moving to anew country.

As Sue McLaughlin

discusses in The Meaning of Food, humans distinguish themselves from other animals by
way of turning food into meals, practices and rituals full of meaning for the participants.
In this way, food culture acts as a gateway into individuals’ understanding of who they
are and how they fit into the world.

In her project, McLaughlin and her colleagues aimed

to “shed some light on who we are as Americans” (Harris, 2005) by collecting stories
from the different ethnic groups found all over the country.

In her introduction,

McLaughlin describes the difficulty she encountered when trying to explain her project to
people.

Most people assumed it would be just another cooking show, leading her to
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believe that Americans as a society have become desensitized to the importance of food,
beyond the discussions of how many calories a certain food item contains (Harris, 2005).
In my research, I have encountered something different.

Especially when

researching the Lebanese community in the Mississippi Delta, it seems as if the
importance of food in the identification of the Lebanese is widely accepted.

I came

across a document produced by the Jackson Catholic Diocese discussing the importance
of the different ethnic groups in the development of the Catholic community in

Mississippi. While the articles on the other ethnic groups focused mainly on their growth
and religious tendencies and practices, the article on the Lebanese community was all
about Lebanese tood (“Culture: Lebanese-American,” 2012).

In Mississippi, the first

mental association people have with the word “Lebanese” is food.

Why is food so

important in identifying the Lebanese, so much so that a religious publication would take
the time to write about it? I claim that the answer goes back to the relationship between
food and communication discussed previously, but with a focus on communication
between members of the same ethnic or cultural group rather than between members of
different groups.

Immigrants far away from their homelands prepare traditional food as a

way of silently communicating with those they have left behind.

In modern times, the

descendants of these Lebanese and European immigrants prepare the same meals in the
same way as a way of communicating with their heritage and establishing their new, local
identity within a broader national context.

However, it is also important to note that the

emphasis on food as a culinary marker for the Lebanese in Mississippi creates a line of
communication between the Lebanese and non-Lebanese groups.

Others can experience

Lebanese culture by partaking in the Lebanese culinary traditions practiced in the Delta.

WHEN CULTURES
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All people who have lived away from their homes have either talked about or
heard someone else talk about missing their mother’s cooking or make some other

statement related to the “tastes of home.”

Humans possess a natural tendency to

associate smells, tastes, sounds, and feelings with different experiences.

Where do these

tastes of home originate? The answer dates back to the days of imperialism and
colonization.

When colonizers left home to discover new corners of the world, they were

unwilling to leave familiar tastes behind. The Romans spread their culinary preferences
throughout their entire empire, planting citrus trees and different grains all over modernday Europe.

Later on, the Spanish and Portuguese introduced pigs, cattle, and chicken to

the New World (like Hernandarias did in Uruguay’) and reciprocally benefitted through
their introduction to products such as potatoes, beans, corn, and turkey (Harris, 2005).

As the modern world developed and travel between continents became easier and more
frequent, foodstuffs were transported from one corner of the world to another.

Whether

they became regional staples depended on the natural conditions of the land to foster that
particular item. Obviously, some items survived while others did not. Those that did
became incorporated into the everyday diet of those living in that region. Tastes and
preferences are passed down through a combination of exposure and biological processes.
When a mother breastfeeds her child, she literally passes on her tastes to her feeding
child. Similarly, children growing up in a home in which certain foods are frequently
served will most likely develop a taste and preference for those foods (Harris, 2005).
Modern times see much transfer of food and culinary traditions due to increased
globalization.

In the face of so much cultural intermingling, immigrant practices have

become a method of cultural resilience and a connection to the past. When people
° discussed in more depth in Chapter Three
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migrate to a new place, they choose to surround themselves with new circumstances.
Food acts as an escape from the overwhelming “newness” of an immigrant’s chosen
home, because it holds the memories of home.

Even people who are completely

assimilated into their new society will still eat the food of their ancestors, as exemplified
in the cases of Uruguayans of European descent and Lebanese living in the Delta.
Although they may be Uruguayans or Americans by birth, they are still connected to their
ancestry through culinary traditions.

Uruguayans eat pasta and paella to celebrate their

Italian or Spanish heritage while Mississippians of Lebanese heritage dine on kibbee and
grape leaves.
At the same time immigrants are desperately clinging to their traditional culinary
practices, they cannot avoid the prevalence of local flavors and ingredients.

Even those

immigrants who work hard at upholding their cultural traditions commonly incorporate
local recipes into their culinary vernacular.

For example, in an interview with Amy C.

Evans, the Southern Foodways Alliance oral historian, Mary Lousie Nosser, a Delta
resident of Lebanese descent, discussed her culinary heritage.

The interview focused on

Nosser’s family’s involvement in the annual Lebanese dinner in Vicksburg, Mississippi’,
indicating the heavy presence of Lebanese culture in her upbringing.

However, during

the course of the interview, she revealed that about half of the time her family ate

Lebanese food and the other half of the time they ate Southern food.

She said that

sometimes she would come home to lentil soup or spinach pies and other times she would
find snap beans, cornbread, or gumbo.
culinary traditions.
pizza, or meat.

Likewise, Uruguayan cuisine shows a mixture of

In general, most Uruguayan menus offer the same staples of pasta,

While the pasta and pizza have Italian origins, they can be prepared in a

° | discuss the annual Lebanese dinner in more detail in Chapter Four.
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uniquely Uruguayan fashion, such as pasta with sa/sa caruso, an original Uruguayan
sauce created in 1915, or pizza with faina, as discussed in the introduction (“Historia y
receta”).

Meat, however, is uniquely essential to Uruguayan culinary culture, as I will

discuss more in ny analysis of survey results.

What conclusion can be drawn from this

culinary fusion found in both cultural groups?

In answer, I direct the reader back to my

research question.

In the above examples and in others I discuss in future chapters, I

show how culinary culture serves as a method of identity construction in immigrant
communities.

This constructed identity has a dual nature that allows the Lebanese in the

Delta to identify as both southern and Lebanese and Uruguayans to identify as both
Uruguayan and European.

Theoretical Framework
Before analyzing the food cultures of these specific regions, it is important to first
explain more about what foodways and food culture are and why they are important to
understanding the immigrant identity. The aim of this section is to do just that. I will
address what I consider to be the most influential contributions to the field in general.
Throughout the rest of the paper, I will refer to more specifically applicable works as
needed.
Much has been written on food and food culture in the past few decades,
especially in the sociological and anthropological fields. However, I want to begin with
the work of Claude Lévi Strauss.

Lévi Strauss is a well-known anthropologist who

published an article titled The Culinary Triangle in 1966.

This article is widely accepted

as one of the first contributions to the academic world that attempts to explain food in a

|

cultural context, rather than simply a nutritional or biological one.

He begins his

argument by claiming that the linguistic principles of consonant triangles and vowel
triangles can be applied to other things, namely the universal language of cooking.

He

then separates cooking into three categories, each of which correspond to a point on a
triangle: the raw, the cooked, and the rotted.

According to Lévi Strauss, the cooked

category is a “cultural transformation” of the raw, because it requires action on the part of
a human player, and the rotted category is a “natural transformation,” meaning that it
happens without human interference.

He goes on to discuss the different methods of

cooking that occur, namely roasting, boiling, and smoking.

Roasting is classified as more

natural than boiling, because boiling requires the use of a receptacle in which to hold that
water, a “cultural object.” Smoking is similar to roasting in that it does not require a
water-filled receptacle, but it also relates to the uniformity of cooking seen in boiling.

It

is the lack of this uniformity that places roasting closer to the raw category on the
triangle. Throughout the discussion, Lévi Strauss offers variations of these
' considerations from different cultures, some of which value roasted meat above boiled or
smoked meat and some who prefer the opposite.
like this:

In the end, the completed triangle looks

nN
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Figure 1.1

DEVELOPED

FORM

RAW
Roast
Air
+
Smoked

Water
+
Boiled

COOKED

ROTTED

(Lévi Strauss, 1969)
With this diagram, Lévi Strauss aimed to offer a universal model for understanding how
food is interpreted in different cultures, both by members of cultures themselves and
outsiders.

Although the exact words

Lévi Strauss used may not be those employed by

every culture in the world, The Culinary Triangle encompasses the essential food
preparation methods, thus making it applicable to a majority of culinary cultures.
Many scholars have since elaborated on and applied Lévi Strauss’ work to other
food culture theories.

Although my research focuses on how certain genres of food aid in

identity construction rather than on the variations of food preparation, it is still important
to denote Lévi Strauss’ work as the beginning of the modern concept of food and its
importance to cultural identity. His work was the impetus to the study of why food is
prepared in specific ways in distinct cultures and what that method of preparation meant
to the implicit identities associated with them (Lévi Strauss 1969).
In their article The Anthropology of Food and Eating, Sidney W. Mintz and
Christine M. DuBois outline the evolution of food culture studies with more focus on
work produced after the year 1984. The abstract to their article contains a sentence which
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neatly coincides with my own basis for this thesis: “We contend that the study of food
and eating is important both for its own sake since food is utterly essential to human
existence and because the subfield has proved valuable to debating and advancing
anthropological theory and research methods” (Mintz and DuBois, 2002).

I agree with

this statement, specifically the application of studying food and eating in the context of
different ethnic groups whose histories have been shaped by immigration. Mintz and
DuBois separate the existing literature on food culture into several different categories,
including one entitled “Eating and Ritual.”

In this section they cite several different

works that discuss how food plays a role in the construction of ethnic identities through

the practice of specific food rituals. Later on, I outline culinary rituals specific to both
the Delta Lebanese and Uruguayan cultures.

In the next section of the article, “Eating

and Identities,” the authors take into account the “imagined” nature of ethnicity.

Because

ethnicity is an invented concept, it is possesses a fluid nature. Thus, it needs
solidification through the implementation of ethnic identifiers like specific foods or
dishes.

Within the broad category of ethnicity lie other identifying concepts, such as

gender, race, nationality, and social class. Not only does food help dictate who does and
does not belong to a certain ethnic group, it dictates social standing within specific
groups. I address these classifications more specifically in later chapters.

Mintz and

DuBois separate culinary studies into seven categories, offering a myriad of sources for
each.

While these specific studies are important, looking at this article as a whole reveals

how relevant and widespread the study of food and foodways is in the academic world,
most notably in an anthropological and sociological capacity (Mintz and DuBois 2002).
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It is certainly true that the study of food holds an important place in academia but
the role of food in popular culture is also notable.
cooking shows.

No one can deny the popularity of

However, the shows airing on television these days are not just

instructional in nature.

Viewers tune in to watch people compete to make the best dishes

using unusual ingredients, travel around to popular restaurants across the country, or
make the most lifelike replica of a Disney character out of cake.

If the show is about

food, people will watch it. In September of 2012, Scripps Network, the network which

manages the Food Network, reported the best September in Food Network history with
viewing rates up twenty percent from the year before, allowing Food Network to piace
eighth in Cable Prime rankings (“Food Network scores,” 2012).
not end there.

But the obsession does

A quick look around Pinterest.com will show an overwhelming number of

recipes that come from endless pages of food blogs.

In the age of social media, with one

click of an iPhone you can show all your friends exactly what you’re eating.
food is important, not just biologically, but culturally.

Clearly,

But why is it we eat what we eat?

And why do we eat it in the way we eat it?
It is these above questions and others I am attempting to answer with this thesis,
concentrating specifically on the Uruguayan and Southern Lebanese cases. As I stated in
my introduction, my research question encompasses several other related questions that
must also be addressed.

In his book, Good to Eat (a play on Lévi Strauss’ claim that food

is “good to think’), Marvin Harris takes a stance on these issues.

He claims that food

choices are not a sum of arbitrary decisions, but rather a consequence of political,
ecological, or economic factors. Using several examples, such as the ban on beef in India
and the repulsion of consuming insects in Western cultures, Harris attempts to explain
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people’s food choices (Harris, 1985).

Like Harris, I believe that specific external factors

influence what foods members of a particular culture or ethnicity eat. However, I take a
less biological stance on the matter and designate culinary culture as the primary
influencing factor for identity construction in the two groups I am discussing.
To begin to answer my research question of why culinary culture plays such an
important role in the construction of the immigrant identity, one must first consider what
a particular group eats and why.

Harris offers an explanation for some cases, but food

choices can be motivated by several different factors. For instance, in his article, “Eating
American,” Sidney Mintz makes the claim that there is no “American cuisine.” One of
the reasons he gives for this is the highly regional nature of food choices in the United
States. Before commercialization, Americans were limited in their food choices by the
resources that were available to them (Mintz, 2002).

Immigrants face these same kinds

of restrictions when they move from one area to another. Authors Judith Goode, Janet
Theophano, and Karen Curtis discuss the relationship between food and ethnicity in their
article, “A Framework for the Analysis of Continuity and Change in Shared Sociocultural
Rules for Food Use: The Italian-American Pattern.” After studying Italian immigrants to
the United States, these authors claim that, “ethnic foods” do not necessarily fit in the
either/or category of disappearing food habits or food habits that are more resistant to
change.

Instead, they claim that ethnic foodways are continually fortified over time,

especially within tightly knit, “enclave communities” like the Italian-American
communities these three authors studied. Foodways are perpetuated through all sorts of
social interaction, marriage, large group gatherings, family meals, etcetera (Goode,
Theophano, and Curtis, 1984).

The Lebanese community in the Mississippi Delta falls
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neatly into the category of an enclave community, because it is a cultural group that
exists within the broader context of a national identity. The Uruguayan case does not fall
within the traditional defining parameters of an enclave community, although enclave
communities are present in its history and development as a country.

I discuss this

history more in the following chapter.
Lebanese immigrants to the Mississippi Delta and European immigrants to
Uruguay existed in these “enclave groups” immediately after their relocation and for
some years after, allowing for the perpetuation of culinary traditions for several decades.
While younger generations have integrated more fully into American and Uruguayan
society, practicing the foodways of their ancestors is a method of ethnic reinforcement
and identity construction.

To practice ethnic foodways, one does not necessarily need to

cook one’s grandmother’s secret recipe.

Foodways encompass a broad spectrum of all

customs and traditions relating to food and food consumption.

Ethnic identity

reinforcement through food can be as simple as using a specific ingredient while cooking
or practicing a certain tradition when eating. For example, my mother uses cinnamon
more frequently in savory cooking than most non-Lebanese Americans probably do,
because it was an ingredient and flavor with which she grew up. Additionally, her use of
cinnamon is not limited to Lebanese dishes; when teaching me how to make spaghetti

sauce, she showed me how much cinnamon to add to give the sauce just the right flavor.
In Uruguay, it is customary to eat meals later in the day- lunch around two in the
afternoon and dinner around nine.

It is also customary for people to linger over the table

after they finish eating in a tradition called the sobremesa.

The term literally means,

“over the table.” These are both culinary habits traditional in Europe but practiced by
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Uruguayans, even if they are eating a quintessentially Uruguayan asado or chivito.

In

these subtle ways, outsiders witness the culinary fusion that occurs alongside identity
construction.
Food culture consists not only of the specific foods a cultural group eats but also
how they eat them.

That is to say, the ritual aspect of food consumption plays a

significant role in differentiating between one culture and another.

For instance, while in

North America there is no question that one must eat with utensils, eating with one’s right
hand is a traditional aspect of Indian culture and many others.

However, in the

globalized world of today, even cultural norms such as these are being put to the test. A
few high-end restaurants have begun testing their clientele by encouraging them to eat
with their hands, because they believe it will deepen the sensory relationship with the
food.

In a New York Times article that discusses this trend, a native Indian woman

refuses to eat Indian food with utensils, despite living in Western countries for several
years (DiGregorio, 2012).

This ritual aspect is as important as the authentic dishes

themselves to experiencing the complete cultural experience.

Due to this assigned

importance, members of cultures who practice alternative eating methods, such as eating
with one’s hands,

still reject the use of utensils, even if they are integrated into Western

society in most other ways.
Michael Dietler and Brian Hayden edited an extensive, interdisciplinary collection
of articles on feasting in their book Feasts: Archaeological and Ethnographic
Perspectives on Food, Politics, and Power.

In the introduction, the editors explain that

their motivation for the book was a mutual agreement that feasts provide insight into
political and social structures of ancient societies.

The fact that they came to this
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conclusion separately and based on their work in different disciplines only strengthens
their argument.

Each of the papers in the book provide slightly different definition of a

“feast,” but they all agree on the basic structure of the “communal consumption of food
and/or drink” (Dietler and Hayden, 2001).

In his chapter, “Rituals of Consumption,

Commensal Politics, and Power in African Contexts,” Dietler expounds upon the rituality
of feasting, explaining that while rituals do not have to be grand or elaborate in nature,
they do have to possess an underlying symbolism that differentiates them from common,

everyday practices. I adhere to Dietler’s view that people’s conception of self, their
identity, is determined by actions that are motivated by what he describes as a “specific
cultural context.” This context is defined by the rituals and practices of the culture, of
which feasting is an important component.

Dietler and Hayden also discuss what

happens to a culture and its social practices when it undergoes a social change, for
instance the changes brought on by immigration.
The mixing of cultures due to immigration is a topic extensively studied in the
social sciences.

In her article Ethnic Foodways in America: Symbol and the Performance

of Identity, Susan Kalcik specifically addresses what happens when the foodways of an
immigrant group collide with the foodways of their new home.

Her work identifies many

important theories and observations related to this thesis. First, she provides a definition
of foodways to which I adhere: “the whole pattern of what is eaten, when, how, and what

it means” (p. 38). Thus, foodways encompass not just specific foods consumed by a
cultural group, but the accompanying traditions and meanings that groups assigns to
those foods.

Kalcik continues on to discuss how and why foods carry symbolic meaning.

Although her arguments are for a United States context, I believe they are also applicable
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to the Uruguayan case, given that Uruguay has a similar history to the United States in
that it is defined by waves of immigration (discussed in Chapter One).

She identifies

varying food supply and varying ethnic influences as the driving forces behind the
pluralistic nature of foodways in the United States. The difference here between the two
cases I address in this thesis is that the Lebanese in the Mississippi Delta are a regional
group as well as an ethnic group, and Uruguay is a national ethnicity that contains various
ethnic influences (Kalcik, 1984).
Kalcik goes on to discuss the retention of immigrant foodways, citing several
different influencing factors such as age, education, characteristics of the family,
economics, convenience, commercialization and urbanization, and status as reasons why
certain immigrant culinary traditions are perpetuated and others are not. She uses Herbert
Passin and John Bennet’s description of food habits. They divide food into a core diet, a
secondary diet, and peripheral foods.

In their studies they found that people were least

willing to sacrifice those foods that fell under the ‘core diet’ category.

Another important

factor is the attitude of other members of the society towards the ethnic group.

In the

United States, immigrants have experienced varying attitudes by the rest of society.

In

the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, there was an effort to “nutrionalize” the
diet of immigrants.

American nutritionists found immigrant diets to be nutritionally

lacking. However, this did not have much success due to the campaigning groups’ lack
of access to immigrant groups.

From about 1960 onward, there has been a general

attitude of apathy towards dictating what others eat. Immigrant groups are allowed to
celebrate their heritage and ethnicity in a largely private domain.
a restaurant that serves the food of a specific ethnicity.

An exception would be

In Uruguay, European
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immigrants experienced little resistance to their culinary habits, because they held all the

political and social power (Kalcik, 1984).
Despite the challenges faced and the inevitable compromises made to foodways

of immigrants, food remains one of the more resilient aspects of immigrant cultures.
Why is this? Kalcik claims it is due to the symbolic nature of food. She describes
ethnicity not as a category, but as a “social process in which the relationship of
individuals and groups and the communication of identity are significant” (p. 44). Citing
two anthropologists, Frederik Bath and Abner Cohen, Kalcik explains that in order to
perpetuate itself, an ethnic group must clearly demonstrate the differences between itself
and other groups.

Each group has symbols that it uses to identify itself and distinguish

itself from other ethnic groups.

Foodways are an important category of identifying

symbols, because they communicate important aspects of a culture or ethnicity. It is here
that Kalcik brings up the work of Mary Douglas, another important anthropologist who

discussed food and culture. Douglas’ article, Deciphering a Meal, describes food as a
code which contains a message that is “found in the pattern of social relations being
expressed” (p. 61). That is to say, eating is more than just a biological necessity, it is a
means of expressing a person’s individual and group identity. Foodways can dictate how
one ranks in a society due to gender, age, social class, intimacy, etcetera. For example,
the food or drink one serves a stranger tends to vary immensely from what one serves
their closest friends or family members.

People will exert major effort to hold onto a

sense of belonging to a group, which explains why foodways and all of their symbolism
are perpetuated, while other cultural traditions may not be. If members of an ethnic
group relinquished their foodways, they would be giving up a important method of self-
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identification.

For members ofa society in which there are varying ethnic backgrounds

present, such as the United States and Uruguay, it is understandable that members of
specific groups take measures to communicate their ethnicity to others through the
practice of food culture (Kalcik, 1984).

In Chapter Four, I discuss some examples of

these measures in Delta Lebanese and Uruguayan culture through ethnographic accounts
and analysis of surveys administered to members of each group.
As mentioned above, the perpetuation of cultures is an important theme in the
construction, or reconstruction, rather, of immigrant communities.

The United States is

frequently referred to as a “melting pot” of cultures and ethnicities.

This image not only

calls to mind our nation’s formation history, but insinuates the link between identity
construction and foodways by referencing a cooking utensil. James E. McWilliams
discusses this topic and more in his book, A Revolution in Eating: How the Quest for
Food Shaped America.

McWilliams presents the blend of cultures that is America,

beginning with colonization, the effects it had on the indigenous population, and the
emergence of slavery.
adaptation” (p. 30).

As he states in Chapter One, “culinary history is a story of

Slaves provide a strong example of this adaptation.

Since they were

forcibly removed from their homelands instead of choosing to leave on their own accord,
their desire to keep close ties to their native culture was (understandably) strong.

During

transportation to the New World, slaves had zero control over what they ate. However,
upon arrival, slaves were given more opportunities to prepare their own food, mainly
because it was more economical for slave owners if slaves fended for themselves.

In

doing so, slaves employed many of the techniques that worked so well for them back
home in Africa, partly because those were the techniques with which they were familiar,
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but also as a conscious etfort to keep alive the traditions of the ancestors.

In a situation

such as theirs in which so much of their identity had been forcibly stripped of them, an
opportunity such as was rare and welcomed (McWilliams, 2005).
For example, McWilliams provides a lengthy description of West Indian slaves’
affection for yams and the measures they took to make sure they remained a part of their

diet. Yams are agriculturally suited to grow in the conditions found in the West Indies,
but they were also a food regularly consumed in Africa. The slaves clung to the
familiarity of the yams, adapting the cultivation process in order to keep them as a regular
part of their diet. The evolution of the slave diet was characterized by utilization of
ingredients that were most readily available and least time consuming to prepare.

Slaves

consumed much more pork than beef, because large numbers of feral pigs originally
brought over by European settlers roamed around as fair game.

McWilliams provides

several firsthand accounts of the culinary traditions of slaves in the nineteenth century.

The large number of primary sources he was able to obtain point to a historical, natural
fascination people have with what others eat. The descriptions I have recreated here are
generalized and simplified much from the original form in which Mc Williams presents
them, because I simply want to demonstrate the effects of immigration on culinary habits.
As seen in this case, people who are forced to adapt to new environments will exert much
effort to retain familiarity in their daily cultural habits.

However, a certain level of

compromise is inevitable (McWilliams, 2005).
Although immigrants make the choice to relocate to new environments
themselves, oftentimes that choice is motivated by external factors.

For instance, my

great-grandfather chose to join his brother in the United States after his father refused to
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allow him to accept a scholarship to attend university in Beirut.

On a similar note, many

European immigrants who flooded Uruguay during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century were escaping the economic and social issues of their homelands.
Thus, immigration is very often not a decision made by an entirely free will, meaning the
desire to retain connections to one’s native culture is stronger than it would be in the case
of someone simply choosing to immigrate because they want a new experience.

It is the

actions of those whose departure is not one hundred percent voluntary that work to
perpetuate native cultures in new environments.
Further proof of this claim can be found in McWilliams’ discussion of the
colonial settlements in New England and their success in recreating traditional English
culinary habits in the New World.

From a young age, Americans are taught the story of

the first settlers and how their primary motive for leaving England was religious
restriction. Driven by religious obligation, these devout settlers set off to create a new
life. However, they were not willing to sacrifice the comforts of home, and they were
more aligned to not have to do so. At first, it seemed as if recreating English foodways in
the New World would be impossible.

The settlers’ attempts to grow familiar crops and

cultivate the same animals they had in England failed miserably.
Native Americans for help.

Thus, they turned to the

However, the foodways of the Native Americans ultimately

did not please the English settlers. They could not accept the way the Native Americans
migrated, put women to work in the fields, and subjected themselves to periods of food
scarcity. They learned what they could and used this new knowledge to recreate the
comforts of home.

By the 1660s, the New England settlers had taught themselves how to

grow several types of English grains under the new environmental conditions.

The
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kitchen garden, based on the larger, more elaborate gardens of English homes, was a
necessity.

Conditioning the land in these gardens to foster the growth of English crops

was no easy task, but it was one to which the settlers dedicated themselves entirely

(McWilliams, 2005).

Their unrelenting commitment to simulating as well as they could

the foodways of their homeland is a classic, historical example of immigrants’ desire to
retain their native food cultures.
Donna Gabbacia also discusses this tendency to cling to one’s foodways in We
Are What We Eat: Ethnic Food and the Making of Americans.

She claims that food

habits are so permanent because it is a part of every cultural experience.

For immigrants

especially, food “maintained and initiated traditional relationships, expressed the extent
of social distance between people, demonstrated status and prestige, rewarded and
punished children’s behavior, and treated illness” (Gabbaccia, pg. 51). The “enclave
communities” discussed earlier are a method immigrants use to distinguish themselves
from others by practicing their individual food habits (Gabbacia, 1998).

Conclusion
The social sciences have a long history of using food to help explain acts of
human nature, a relationship which has only grown in the past thirty years.

This

prevalence means that there is a wide range of secondary literature available on the food
cultures of many regions and ethnic groups and analyses of these food cultures to explain
a variety of phenomena.

In this chapter, my intent was to provide a brief, yet thorough,

overview of what I consider to be the most influential contributions to the field as well as
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those most relevant to the topic of this thesis. In the following two chapters, I will
contextualize the theory discussed above with a historical summary of each region and
their respective culinary culture and traditions.
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Chapter 2: Urugua

Introduction
The goal of this chapter is to provide a brief explanation of Uruguayan history
with particular emphasis on the immigration the country experienced.

The first section

provides a historical context which is necessary to fully understand the data and
information presented in Chapter Four.
Uruguayan food and culinary traditions.

The second section outlines the basics of
Secondary literature that contains details on

Uruguayan history is difficult to come by in the United States. Thus, a majority of the
historical information presented in this chapter comes from an Uruguayan history course
I took while studying in Montevideo, Uruguay from March to July 2012.

Readers should

be aware that all the information collected in this manner was translated from its original
Spanish into English.

A Brief History of Uruguay
Uruguay lies in the southeastern part of South America, nestled between
Argentina to the West, Brazil to the East, and the Atlantic Ocean to the South.

The

Central Intelligence Agency World Factbook listed the population of Uruguay in July of
2012 as 3,316,328 and its total area as 176, 215 square kilometers, making Uruguay the
smallest Hispanic country in South America in terms of population and area (“Uruguay,”
2012).

Before Spanish colonization, the territory now known as Uruguay was inhabited

by an indigenous group called the Charrua.

The Charrua were eliminated from existence

by 1830, due to the arrival of the Spanish, which accounts for the lack of indigenous
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population in Uruguayan society today (“Background note: Uruguay,” 2012).

Eighty-

eight percent of Uruguayans identify themselves as white, an effect of the massive waves
of European immigration the country experienced in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries (“Uruguay,” 2012).
Uruguay declared independence from Spain in 1811 and was immediately
annexed by neighboring Brazil.

In 1825, Uruguay won its independence from Brazil as

well. In its early years, Uruguay struggled to organize itself as an independent nation.

In

1843, the Great War’ began-three separate, but interrelated wars being fought
simultaneously:

one internally within Uruguay, one between the province of Buenos

Aires and other surrounding provinces, and another between the Uruguayan government
and the government of Buenos Aires.

This third conflict turned international because of

alliances established among Uruguay and Brazil and Argentina, France, and Great
Britain. The Great War lasted nine years ending in 1852, but only with help from Brazil
in exchange for economic and political benefits from Uruguay (Monreal, May, 2012).
After the war, Uruguay began to develop politically and economically, ushering
in the period known as modernization.

One of the most influential aspects of this period

to the development of the country was the significant increase in European immigration.
Most immigrants came from Spain and Italy, however, there were significant numbers of
immigrants from France and the Basque regions as well. Between 1860 and 1868, the
immigrant population grew by twenty percent.

During the 1870s, 100,000 more

immigrants settled in Uruguay, increasing the population to 438,000, a significant
increase from the population of 75,000 the country boasted when it declared
independence (Hudson & Meditz, 1990).
" Guerra Grande
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Immigrants left their home countries for several reasons.

Some were motivated

by social and economic reasons, while others were attempting to escape from political

tension. Several immigrants received positive reports from relatives or friends who
already immigrated, propaganda which was encouraged by the Uruguayan government as
a way of increasing the population of the new country.
Uruguay into three waves.

Scholars separate immigration to

In the first wave, between 1830 and 1880, arrived large

groups of Italians, Spanish, and French immigrants. The second wave occurred between
1880 and 1914.

lt was during this time that the great majority of immigrants arrived in

Uruguay (Monreal, June 2012).

Between 1881 and 1890 alone, 150,376 immigrants

entered the country, the majority of which were from Italy, Spain, and France.
wave (1918

The third

to 1928) is referred to as the “new immigration, ”® due to the arrival of

groups such as Jews, Armenians, Syrians, and Lebanese.
the shortest, it still boasted large numbers.

Although the third wave was

Between 1919 and 1930, 195,844 immigrants

arrived in Uruguay (“La inmigracion (1860-1930)”).
The arrival of so many immigrants shaped the formation of Uruguayan society.
Immigrants and their cultural traditions characterized the evolution of Uruguay from a
colony to the country it is today.
descend from boats.’”

There is a saying in Uruguay that, “Uruguayans

This saying indicates the consciousness Uruguayans have of their

ancestry and immigrant past, but also reveals a distinctive Uruguayan identity, one based
in, but not solely defined by, the traditions of their ancestors.

The fact that the majority

of Uruguayans have European heritage is clearly visible to visitors to the country. Not
only does the majority of the population appear to be European, with (mostly) Spanish,

; nueva immigracion

“Los uruguayos descienden de los barcos.”
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Italian, and French features, they also talk about their European ancestry.

Most of the

Uruguayans I met during my five month stay in the country spoke of relatives or friends
who spent time living in Spain or Italy. One of my university professors moved back to
Spain with her husband and children and lived there for several years. Uruguayans speak

of this relationship as North Americans speak of moving to another state within the
country. It is common, if not expected, for Uruguayans in the upper middle and upper
classes to spend a significant period of time in the homeland of their ancestors.

This

relationship is discussed by Fernando Devoto in his essay on mass migration to the South

Atlantic region. He holds that the relationship between the homeland of European
immigrants and their new country of residence is a circular one. His data shows that
close to one half of Spanish and Italian immigrants to Uruguay made several trips back
and forth between Europe and South America during their lives (Devoto, 2003).

This

phenomenon has resulted in a symbiotic relationship between Uruguayans and the
European countries of their ancestors.

However, despite the prevalence of this

relationship in Uruguayan culture, Uruguayans also possess an identity that they would
refer to as purely Uruguayan, an identity that, I argue, is largely based on food.

Uruguayan Food
Before explaining that argument, it is necessary to outline exactly what constitutes
Uruguayan cuisine.

Uruguay possesses a history unlike many other South American

countries in that the culinary habits of indigenous groups and African slaves do not play a
significant role in its modern culinary traditions.

Before colonization, the area that is

now Uruguay was inhabited mainly by an indigenous group known as the Charrua.

The
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zone was also home to part of the Guarani tribe. Unlike larger, more well-known groups
such as the Inca, the Charrua never developed a very stable lifestyle, remaining nomadic
until the arrival of the Spanish exterminated their population.

Due to the genocide of the

Charrua, Uruguay does not boast many indigenous traditions, culinary or otherwise.
However, Uruguayans do practice a tradition believed to have originated in the Guarani

tribe that inhabited what is now Paraguay, Brazil, and parts of Argentina and Uruguay,
the drinking of maté.

Maté is a tea made from the leaves of a native South American tree

that goes by three names: the //ex paraguariensis, Ilex mate, and Ilex curitibensis. Maté
is a Guarani word which refers to the container in which the beverage is served, a

hollowed out gourd. The tea is made by infusing ground leaves called yerba with hot
water and is drunk through a type of metal straw called a bombilla.

During colonization,

the Spanish and Portuguese adopted the custom, allowing for its continuation in
Uruguayan culture (Lovera, 2005). The Charrua were the larger group, but their presence
did not offer any lasting traditions or influences.

It was once explained to me that the

Charrua exist as the mythological representation of the indigenous population in
Uruguay, while the Guarani are the reality, because a few of their traditions are still in
practice today.
Modern Uruguayan cuisine is heavily influenced by two historical occurrences:
the introduction of cattle to the region in the seventeenth century, and the previously
discussed arrival of immigrants in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The combined
influence of these two events has resulted in a national cuisine characterized by a worldrecognized love of beef as well as an adherence to and use of European traditions and
ingredients.

Uruguay is currently the world’s leading consumer of beef per capita, with
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the average Uruguayan consuming a little over sixty kilograms of beef in 2011 (ear
consumption in Uruguay).

It has frequently held this position in the past, sometimes

being edged out of the first place position by neighboring Argentina.

Uruguay is also one

of the world’s leading exporters of beef, owing to its unique characteristic of having twothirds more cattle in the country than people.

The country suffered from a drought in

2008 and 2009 that decreased the number of cattle, but it has recuperated and is
benefitting from Argentina’s recent decrease in cattle numbers which caused the
government to ban beef exports and encourage ranchers to grain-feed cattle to help them
fatten more quickly (Barrionuevo 2009).

INAC (National Meat Institute'’) markets

Uruguay as a country of “natural meat” and boasts of its free-range, grass-fed cattle
(Uruguayan meat).
Uruguay’s success in the meat industry would not have been possible if not for
one man, a Spanish colonizer nicknamed Hernandarias.

When Hernandarias arrived in

the territory now called Uruguay, he recognized the potential of the region for breeding
cattle. Hernandarias repeatedly wrote to the king of Spain detailing the vast potential of
the territory for cultivating cattle. Eventually, tired of being ignored, he ordered that
herds from his own land in Spain be brought to the New World, once in 1611 and again
in 1617 (Caetano & Rilla, 1994). Uruguay is divided into two main geographic regions,
the coast and the interior, or prairie lands''.

During colonization, people migrated

towards the coastline, not only for the benefit of the port, but also because the interior
suffered from frequent flooding.

However, the conditions in the interior were perfectly

suited for cattle. The region provided ample water supply and vegetation, creating
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perfect conditions for the rapid production of cattle.

While colonizers settled in on the

coast, the few thousand cattle originally provided by Hernandarias were left alone to
multiply into millions. The zone now known as Uruguay did not become populated until
1634, meaning the cattle had two decades to reproduce and develop unscathed, because

there was no one there to kill them. However, several groups took note of the potential
wealth the cattle could bring, leading to political struggles that defined the country
throughout the next two centuries.

Both the Spanish and Portuguese empires wanted to

establish control in the region, not only for the possibility of wealth from cattle, but
because it offered access to an ocean port. Also present in the region at this time were
groups of Jesuit missionaries attempting to convert the indigenous people to Christianity.
The power struggle between Portugal and Spain expanded to involve other European
powers, namely Great Britain and France, in the seventeenth century. These struggles
continued and eventually evolved into the Uruguayan Revolution, the culmination of
which finally established the independence of the country from all external influences
(Monreal, March 2012}.

Thus, cattle is not simply a resource for Uruguayans, it is a part

of their history and identity as much as it is important to their economy.
The quintessential example of the importance of beef in the Uruguayan identity is
asado. Asado is typically compared to American barbecue, but in reality it is something
quite different, both in the way the meat is prepared and the manner in which it is
consumed.

Uruguayans claim asado as their national meal, even though it is eaten in

Argentina as well.

However, asado is much more than a meal. The importance of asado

to the Uruguayan identity will be discussed more in Chapter Four.
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The abundance of cattle also allows for the large consumption of dairy products in
Uruguay.

Milk, eggs, cheese, yogurt, and dulce de leche, a type of caramel, are major

parts of the Uruguayan diet. Since many of the Uruguayan cheese-making techniques are
actually European techniques brought over by French, Italian, and Swiss immigrants,
Uruguay produces its own versions of many European cheeses.
Before visiting Uruguay, I expected to eat a large amount of seafood during my
stay. However, seafood is not a staple of the Uruguayan diet and typically only appears
as an ingredient in Spanish dishes.

Italian food, another result of European immigration

to the region, is extremely prevalent in Uruguayan cuisine. The menu at a typical
restaurant places chorizos next to offers of pasta or gnocchi covered in salsa caruso, an
Uruguayan creation made from cream, beef stock, onions, ham, and mushrooms (Albala.

2011). The sauce was created by an Uruguayan chef as a way of honoring the famous
Italian singer, Enrico Caruso (“Invenciones uruguayas,” May 2012). The twenty-ninth of
every month is gnocchi day, a tradition not mentioned in any academic literature, but one
whose prevalence is evident to anyone walking down the street in Montevideo on that
day. Restaurants on every street put out signs advertising the gnocchi special of the day.
Pizza is also extremely popular and usually served with faina, a type of flatbread made
from garbanzo bean flour. In regards to produce, both indigenous and European products

are prevalent. Spanish colonists also contributed sugarcane to the Uruguayan diet, a
necessary ingredient for the pastries and desserts that are consumed regularly, the most
popular of which is the a/fajor, a type of cookie traditionally filled with dulce de leche
that has Arabic origins (Albala, 2011).
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In their homes, Uruguayans commonly prepare soups, stews, pastas, empanadas,
and fortas, which are essentially casseroles sandwiched between two layers of pastry.
Produce, meats, and native grains are utilized in all these dishes.

Uruguayans sometimes

roll their own pastas, but they more often buy them dried or pre-made in Italian speciality
stores or even their local supermarkets.
Coca-Cola with their meals.

Uruguayans most often drink beer, wine, and

Uruguay has a few domestic beer brands, and its wine

industry is the fourth largest in South America, an accomplishment which it owes to the

French and Italian immigrants who brought with them the wine-making techniques of
their countries.

Another popular Uruguayan alcohol with Italian heritage is grappamiel, a

very sweet mixture of alcohol and honey.

Also popular are medio y medio, a

combination of white wine and champagne, and clericd, a beverage similar to sangria, but
made with white wine instead of red (Albala, 2011).
Uruguayans adhere to the standard of three meals a day, but also practice the
European tradition of an afternoon tea (or maté) and snacks, or meriendas.

Breakfast in

Uruguay, as in most South American countries, is a simple affair. Most people drink
coftee and have piece of bread with jam or a bizcocho, an Uruguayan pastry (also with
European origins).

Lunch is the biggest meal of the day. Most people return home to eat

with their family, indicating the strong connections in Uruguay between food and
identity. As I will discuss further in my analysis of my survey results, most Uruguayans
prefer not to eat alone.

Generally, more than one course is served during an Uruguayan

lunch. The meal usually begins with a type of soup or other form of appetizer.

Then the

main course is served, always a meat dish served with a starch such as potatoes or rice.

From my experience in Uruguay, green salad is a rare accompaniment.

However,
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ensalada rusa, Russian salad, a mixture of peas, carrots, and potatoes dressed with
mayonnaise, is common.

Fruit or ice cream is served for dessert. After such a heavy

meal, many people take a nap before returning to work.

The period between lunch and

dinner is when Uruguayans snack, picking up some bizcochos or other small item to eat
with their maté.

Uruguayans traditionally eat dinner later in the evening, around nine or

later. Dinner is a more simple affair than lunch. People usually eat leftovers, takeout, or
go out to eat (Albala, 2011).
Another part of Uruguayan culinary culture, at least in urban areas, is the

prevalence of fast food and street food. Uruguayan cities boast large numbers of cafes
and small restaurants, many of which were started by immigrants.

Some still have

foreign owners, but many nowadays are also owned by native Uruguayans (Lovera,
2005). It is in these establishments that one can find a true representation of Uruguayan
cuisine, a fusion of culinary traditions and dishes brought over by European immigrants
and the food considered to uniquely “Uruguayan.”

For instance, the standard menu at an

Uruguayan cafe presents an array of pasta choices next to a complete offering of grilled
meat. Additionally, while traditional American fast food such as hamburgers and hot
dogs are popular, when Uruguayans want to eat something quickly, they more commonly
order chivitos, steak sandwiches that traditionally come dressed with lettuce, tomato,

mayonnaise, and a hard-boiled or fried egg. However, many cafes and restaurants serve
multiple varieties of the chivito, all of them enormous.

Although Uruguayans claim

asado as their national food, the chivito is one food that is quintessentially Uruguayan.
The two most common street foods in Uruguay are forta frita and grappapinada.
Torta frita is traditionally made in people’s homes on rainy days but these days can be
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found on every other street corner in Montevideo every day of the week.

The treats are

very simple to make. The dough is made from a mixture of flour, salt, water and a type
of fat (butter, oil, lard, etc.), fried, and topped with sugar. They can also be topped with
other ingredients, such as dulce de leche or spreadable cheese.

The Uruguayan forta frita

is different from a similar Argentinian recipe in that it does not use yeast (Como hacer
las). Grappapifiada is also a simple recipe, calling only for a mixture of peanuts, vanilla,

sugar all cooked together over a heat source so that the sugar melts and binds everything
together. Other common fast foods are milanesa al pan and choripan. Milanesas are
thin strips of beef or chicken breaded and fried. They can be served by themselves, or al

pan, meaning between two pieces of bread like a sandwich. Choripan is nothing more
than grilled chorizo sausages served sandwich style and topped with a variety of sauces
(Albala, 2011).

Conclusion
Uruguay, being one of the smallest Hispanic countries, is often ignored or lumped
together with Argentina.

This tendency to be overlooked is a characteristic the country

shares with the Lebanese community in Mississippi, a fact discussed more in the
following chapter. Although Argentinian and Uruguayan cultures share many similarities,
including similar culinary traditions, Uruguay possesses its own food culture that heavily
contributes to the Uruguayan identity. Once revealed, the history of Uruguay proves to
be diverse and complex, mainly due to the influx of European immigration the country
received in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Although Uruguayans speak often and

proudly of their European heritage, they first identify as Uruguayans.

Uruguayan
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culinary traditions exemplify this evolution of immigrants who identified as European to

an entirely new ethnic group, one with a European past but a present that is all their own.
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Chapter 3: “Southern Lebanese”
Introduction
In this thesis, the term “Southern Lebanese” refers to the group of immigrants
who settled in the Delta region of Mississippi and their descendants.

The population of

Americans with Arab descent totals over 3.2 million. Fifty-six percent of that number
has Lebanese descent, making them the largest Arab group in the country.

Although the

Midwest is known for having the largest Lebanese communities, the community in
Mississippi is a fairly prominent one, a fact mainly unknown both in and out of the state
(“Kibbee,” 2006). The goal of this chapter is to offer a historical overview of Lebanese
immigration to Mississippi, establishing a context in which I can later discuss my
analysis of the culinary culture of the group. The information in this chapter is mainly
historical and theoretical.

Although I mention a few personal details about my Lebanese

ancestry and upbringing, the majority of this information will be presented
ethnographically in Chapter Four.

A Brief History of Lebanese Immigration to the Mississippi Delta
The food culture in the Southern Lebanese community cannot be categorized as
completely Lebanese or completely Southern; rather, it is a unique mixture of the two.

I

recently received a cookbook from a friend who is also of Lebanese descent after I told
him the topic of my thesis. The cookbook was written by his aunt in 1982 and published
in Natchez, Mississippi and is titled “Waddad’s Kitchen: Lebanese Zest, Southern Best.”
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The cookbook (pictured below) is a perfect representation of this fusion of culinary
cultures, a fact easily recognizable after simply flipping through the pages.
Picture 3.1
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For example, a recipe for “Juicy Burgers” sits next to a recipe for “Butterflied Leg of
Lamb” and “Lamb Kebob.”

This trend repeats throughout the cookbook, at times

creating an almost comical reaction when one looks through, noting the juxtaposition
between American and Lebanese fare. In no other cookbook can one find a recipe for red

beans and rice on one page and a recipe for cabbage rolls on the next. In order to
understand how this fusion came about, one must first understand the history of the
Lebanese community in Mississippi.
Historicaliy, Mississippi experienced low rates of immigration.

Between 1850

and 2006, the state population never included more than two percent of foreign-born
immigrants.

A major reason for this phenomenon is the lack of financial opportunities

available in Mississippi, compared to other parts of the country.

The first wave of

immigration to Mississippi occurred in the nineteenth century and was comprised mainly
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of English and Scottish settlers. The Lebanese population, the subject of this thesis,
arrived in the next wave, beginning in the late nineteenth century and extending into the
early twentieth century.

Many of the Lebanese immigrants were classified as Syrian,

because at that time, Lebanon was a province of Christian Syria (Bankston III).
Lebanese immigration to Mississippi is, as James Thomas notes in his essay
Mississippi Mahjar, an interesting case study.

Most Syrian and Lebanese immigrants left

their homeland mainly due to religious persecution. In the forty year period in which
Lebanese immigration to Mississippi was the highest, 1880 to 1920, Ottoman Turks
killed over one hundred thousand Lebanese Christians.
extreme poverty (Thomas, 2012).

Such persecution contributed to

Chafik Chamoun of Clarksdale, Mississippi, described

the situation in a 2010 interview with Amy Evans Streeter of the Southern Foodways
Alliance, telling of harvesting wheat as a boy of ten years old and being ordered to give
two-thirds of it to the Turks (Chamoun, 2010).

Lebanese immigrants to the Mississippi

Delta entered a highly racially stratified society. Not white or black, the Lebanese
existed in a gray area between the two racial groups until they became economically
powerful enough to establish themselves as their own community (Thomas, 2012).
Lebanese integration into the white, Southern social was a process that spanned multiple
generations.

My grandmother, although born in the United States, did not attempt to

pledge a sorority when she began college at the University of Mississippi, because she
knew none of the sororities would accept a Lebanese girl. Instead, she and all of her
Lebanese friends tried out for cheerleader.

However, the situation changed enough over

the next few decades to allow my half Lebanese mother to pledge a sorority at the same
university at the end of the 1970s.

Most of the Syrian-Lebanese immigrants initially turned to peddling as a way of
making money, selling small wares all over the state. Although not a highly prestigious
job, peddling attracted them because it provided a way to make money without falling

into the cycle of debt common with sharecropping. It also did not require advanced
English skills, something many of the initial Lebanese immigrants lacked.

Although they

arrived to the United States by way of Ellis Island in New York, Lebanese immigrants
made their way south toward a climate more conducive to their chosen profession and

more similar to their native climate. Peddlers frequently slept outside if they could not
find a kind soul willing to house them for the night. Additionally, the rural communities
that characterize the Southern United States offered economic opportunities for peddling.
People would rather buy something they needed from a source who brought it straight to
their door than make a special trip to the nearest town. Once within Mississippi, the
immigrants were attracted to cities which offered immediate or easy access to the
Mississippi River. These cities, namely Vicksburg, Greenville, Greenwood, and
Clarksdale, were attractive because the river gave them easier access to goods they could
peddle. These Delta cities eventually became their homes, once they made enough
money to stop peddling, settled down, and started communities.
small grocery stores.

Many of them opened

Indeed, the first recorded Lebanese immigrant to Mississippi, Elias

Naseef Fattouh, peddled for three or four years upon his arrival to the mahjar (“the land
of immigration”) before opening a dry goods store in the small community of Port
Gibson (Thomas, 2012).

According to census data from 1910 to 1930, almost all the

Syria or Lebanon-born people in Mississippi indicated that they worked in food or
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merchandise retail. Additionally, most of them listed themselves as managers or
proprietors of the establishments (Bankston III, 2012).

Other reasons existed for the switch from peddler to storeowner.

By about 1908,

many of the Lebanese immigrants had either sent for other family members to join them
or married and begun their own family, making a nomadic lifestyle more difficult
(Thomas, 2012).

Additionally, the Great Migration began around the start of World War

I in which large waves of southern African Americans migrated north between 1916 and
1970 (Grossman, 2005).

In total, a hundred thousand African Americans departed the

region, depleting the peddler’s income source.

When settling down, Lebanese families

congregated in close-knit neighborhoods, allowing for the prosperity of their traditions.
However, assimilation into white society soon became a priority. Although the Lebanese

remained economically loyal to the black community, they realized that aligning
themselves socially with the white community would allow them to access privilege in an
increasingly segregated culture. Consequently, the American-born children of Lebanese
immigrants began to shirk their Lebanese background and attempt to adopt the social
traditions of the white population.

Their parents allowed this to happen, because they felt

assimilating into the culture of the whites would be beneficial to their children (Thomas,

2012).
However, the Lebanese held onto their roots in some ways, especially within their
homes, meaning cooking and eating traditional foods became one of the main markers of
Lebanese immigrant identity. This characteristic has held true in my own upbringing.

|

lived in Vicksburg, Mississippi, since the age of four, one of the Delta communities with
a large Lebanese population, my mother’s family being among that population.

Although
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my grandmother is full Lebanese, the only Lebanese traditions we regularly practice are
culinary in nature!’,

My family is even more assimilated than other Lebanese families in

Vicksburg, because we attend the Roman Catholic Church, not the Greek Orthodox
church like most of our Lebanese friends and even some distant relatives.
It is important to revisit Susan Kalcik here (mentioned in Chapter One) and her

discussion of immigrant assimilation. Kalcik mentions the pressure placed on
immigrants to conform to the culture of their new home and how these pressures battle

with an inherent desire to retain their traditions as a link to their home and their past.
This struggle often results in“hybridization” (Kalcik, 39), not just of culinary traditions,
but of all aspects of culture.

Kalcik explicitly notes the tendency of culinary traditions to

be resistant to change under circumstances of immigration, stating, “It has been suggested
that this is because the earliest-formed layers of culture, such as foodways, are the last to
erode” (Kalcik, 39).
Many of the factors Kalcik mentions as influential in the speed and intensity of
the assimilation process are visible among the Southern Lebanese, for instance, the
influence of generation.

Typically, Kalcik says, the first generation, the actual

immigrants, is more resilient in maintaining their culinary traditions.

The second

generation, their children, is born into a different culture, thus making them more

susceptible to external pressure to conform.

The third generation, the grandchildren of

immigrants, often revisits the culinary traditions of their ancestors that may have been
abandoned by their assimilated parents (Kalcik, 40). This process leads to the
“hybridization” mentioned above.

While some culinary traditions are upheld or revisited

throughout the generations, others are lost, adapted, or combined with local recipes and
'? t describe these traditions in more detail in Chapter Four.
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methods of food preparation to create a culinary culture that does not completely adhere
to either category.

This holds true of Southern Lebanese food. For instance, my mother

often serves green beans as a side dish to a typical Southern meal.

Green beans could be

considered part of a Southern diet, but my mother prepares them “Lebanese style,”
sautéing them in olive oil with a chopped onion and seasoning them with salt, pepper,

and cinnamon.
Several of the grocery stores became culinary centers of the Lebanese community,
and later, the community as a whole.

Chafik Chamoun, mentioned above, is the owner of

Chamoun’s Rest Haven in Clarksdale, Mississippi.

Chamoun purchased the small

grocery store in 1968. After a few years, he placed some picnic tables outside of the
store and began to sell lunch, a combination of American classics, like cheeseburgers,
and typical Lebanese dishes such as kibbee.

Chamoun’s became known for the “kibbee

sandwich,” kibbee wrapped in Lebanese bread, a dish Chamoun’s wife Louise would
make for him every day.
Haven.

In 1990, Chamoun took over his cousin’s restaurant called Rest

The varied menu boasts kibbee and cabbage rolls alongside Italian favorites like

veal parmesan and spaghetti.

Chamoun says he has always tried to cater to the “Anglo-

Saxon” community, because Lebanese people can cook for themselves (Chamoun, 2010).
My great-grandfather, Fouad Nicola, was another Lebanese entrepreneur.

He owned a

small grocery store in downtown Vicksburg, Mississippi called Victory Food Market.

Lebanese Food
I turn now to a discussion of typical Lebanese food and ingredients.

The foods

mentioned in this section are those utilized in traditional Lebanese fare. Many of the
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ingredients traditionally used in Lebanese food were popular due to their abundance in
the Near Eastern environment.

Some of these ingredients are difficult to obtain in the

United States, especially in small rural towns in Mississippi.

This lack of immediate

access to ingredients is one of the main reasons for the survival of some Lebanese dishes
and the demise of others.

However, a few Mediterranean food suppliers exist in the state,

allowing access to ingredients otherwise impossible to come by. My family frequents
Aladdin, a small grocery store behind a Mediterranean restaurant of the same name
located on Lakeland Drive in Jackson, Mississippi.

We go once every few months and

stock up on staples such as tahini paste to make hummus and bulgur wheat.

We also

frequently purchase kalamata olives and pita bread to accompany our meals for the week.
Before going, we always ask my grandmother and my aunt if they want anything, and
they do the same for us whenever they go. Aladdin is one of the few remnants of the
twentieth century tradition of Lebanese-owned grocery stores.
One of the most important crops in Middle and Near Eastern cuisine is hard wheat
or other similar types of grains. Burgu/, or bulgur, wheat makes an appearance in several
of the most common Lebanese dishes.

Tabouli is a wheat-based salad, and kibbee is

made by mixing lean meat with wheat and spices. Rice also makes frequent appearances
in Lebanese cuisine in dishes such as m’jadrah, makloota, and cabbage rolls or grape
leaves. Another staple of life in the Middle and Near East is bread.

Each country its own

preparation and recipe, but many Arab cultures adhere to a flat, pocket-like formation in
which the bread is formed into small (six inch) or large (eight to ten inch) rounds.

These

pocket breads, or pitas, are filled with meats and vegetables to create an Arabic-style
sandwich.

Several Lebanese dishes also use peas, beans, and lentils. Two Mediterranean
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dishes that utilize these types of ingredients and that have been popularized, adapted into
the North American food culture are falafel and hummus.

Falafel are fried balls made

from fava beans mixed with breading and different spices. Hummus is a combination of
chickpeas with tahini paste, garlic, onions, olive oil, and lemon juice, and is an integral
part of many Near and Middle Eastern food cultures, not just Lebanese (Heine, 2004).

Regarding fruits and vegetables, spinach is highly favored, along with olives,
dates, and figs. Eggplant is the most popular vegetable and utilized in several different
ways, grilled, fried, stuffed, mashed, or mixed into meat dishes.

Citrus is an important

Lebanese ingredient with some recipes calling for juice and others using the zest of the

fruit. Nuts are also a common ingredient in Lebanese dishes, such as the use of pine nuts
in kibbee. However, other types of nuts, such as walnuts, almonds, and pistachios, are
also prominent and can be used in sweet and savory dishes.

The most important staples

in a Lebanese household are onions, garlic, olive oil, and cinnamon.

Garlic and onion are

the basic ingredients for many Lebanese dishes, while olive oil is popular due to the
prominence of olive trees in Lebanon.

Cinnamon is used to “warm” savory dishes, a

manner different from the sweet, North American conception. Mint and parsley are the
most used herbs, used to brighten up many dishes (Heine, 2004)".
While several Lebanese meat dishes are traditionally prepared with lamb, most
members of the Southern Lebanese community have turned to beef as a substitute.

In

addition to being cheaper and more readily available, the consumption of ground beef is

more socially acceptable than lamb. The tradition of eating lamb has not completely died

* Although the information provided in this section comes mainly from the work cited, I have combined
the information provided in Heine’s book with my personal knowledge of the most prominent ingredients
used by Lebanese immigrants to Mississippi.
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out, but is reserved for special occasions.

This circumstance reflects how Lebanese food

has been assimilated into American culture.
Conclusion
Although largely ignored in the traditional historical conception of Mississippi,

the Lebanese population in the state plays an important role in Mississippi’s history and
modern ethnic culture. Descendants of the original Lebanese immigrants to Mississippi
have kept the culinary traditions of their ancestors alive by passing down recipes and

opening restaurants that offer a Lebanese menu. The evolution of the Lebanese
community in Mississippi coincided with issues of racism that defined the state’s history,
requiring that the members of the community make adaptations to their traditional

heritage in order to obtain a respectable level of social power. Changes also occurred
naturally over the generations as the children and grandchildren of the immigrants
attempted to carve out a place for themselves in Mississippi society. As a result, many
Lebanese culinary traditions were lost or adapted.

However, the Lebanese culinary

traditions continue to be strong and more present in everyday life than any other aspect or
Lebanese culture. As the evidence presented in this chapter shows, a place has been
created for Lebanese culinary culture alongside traditional Southern culinary culture,
creating a fusion that is unique in both its history and modern relevance to Mississippi
society.

“A

Chapter 4: Ethnography Survey Analysis
Introduction
Now that the underlying theory and history relevant to this thesis have been
addressed, I next present my original research regarding the role of culinary culture in the
construction and reflection of the immigrant identity. As explained in the methodology
section of the introduction, I conducted surveys with members of the Uruguayan and
Southern Lebanese communities.

In this chapter, | combine the information received in

those surveys with ethnographic data from my experiences in both cultures.

The Uruguayan Asado
The Uruguayan identity is tied up in the preparation and consumption of asado.
To understand why this is so, it is necessary to approach the topic from both a historical
and anthropological, ethnographical perspective.
folkloric icon, the gaucho.

Historically, asado represents the

Gauchos were essentially cowboys who lived outside the

range the of law. Because modern Uruguay is inherently associated with its urban
capital, Montevideo, it is easy to forget that Uruguay boasts a rural past, one in which
gauchos played an essential role. As discussed in the introduction, Uruguay possesses a
cattle culture that is an integral part of Uruguayan identity formation.

A supplemental

publication to one of the major Uruguayan newspapers called E/ Escolar explains, “*The
gaucho identifies us, gives us a national identity. His gallop brings the wind of our
homeland.

From him we inherit the maté, the asado, the country life, and the rural craft.
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'4+ (as cited in Laborde, 2011).
interior region of Uruguay.
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The gauchos were the first modern inhabitants of the

As with asado, the gaucho is frequently oversimplified and

conceived as the South American equivalent of a cowboy.

While gauchos did exist to

control the massive cattle herds, they also possessed a unique identity that holds an
important part in Uruguayan history and identity. This importance is due to their

relationship with the cattle, the heartbeat of Uruguay. Gauchos lived outside the law,
because they inhabited what is now known as the “interior 'S» of the country, the
seemingly endless acres of open land one finds when driving away from the coastline that
were mostly uninhabited for decades.

The gaucho ceased to exist during the period of

modernization at the end of the nineteenth century after the Uruguayan government
installed fencing in the rural areas as a way to clearly define property lines. This action
limited the mobility of the gauchos and ended their reign, although they are remembered
to this day with an almost heroic reverence.

Their presence in Uruguayan history is

important, because modern Uruguayans view the gaucho as the first manifestation of
Uruguayan identity, a figure that was not purely Spanish, Portuguese, or indigenous
(Monreal, June 2012).
Although gauchos were not indigenous by heritage, they did practice some
indigenous-based traditions. This perpetuation of indigenous traditions provides the basis
for the second-most important culinary tradition in Uruguay, the sharing of maté. Maté is
consumed differently in different regions.

Some people like to add sugar or another

sweetening agent to overcome the extreme bitter taste of the tea, but Uruguayans pride
themselves on drinking their ma/é plain. During my stay in Uruguay, I was told several
14
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El guacho nos identifica, nos brinda una identidad nacional.

;
Su galope trae el viento de nuestra Patria.

De él heredamos el maté, el asado, la vida de campo, y el oficio rural.
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times that only Uruguayans drank maté the “right way.”” Preparing the maté is only part
of the ritual importance; the other part is sharing the mafé.

Drinking mate is an

inherently social act. Every person in the group uses the same maté and bombilla, a type
of metal straw. The maté is passed around the group, one person at a time. Each time
someone finishes, that person hands the maté back to the cebador, or the server.

It is also

customary for the cebador to drink first, as to make sure the maté is not too hot, too cold,

or too bitter.
Asado, more than any other food in Uruguayan culture, aids in the construction of
identity, both personal and collective. Asado is traditionally prepared with very minimal
seasonings, a characteristic that stems from the simplistic lifestyle and culinary habits of
the gauchos. Although served with a variety of sauces, its preparation consists of being
simply placed over an open fire and seasoned with salt. In this way, the natural essence
of the food is preserved.

Human beings need nutrients to survive, to fuel their biological

systems. While the purpose of this thesis is not to explain the biological importance of
food, it is a characteristic important to understanding why people eat what they eat.
Traditionally, humans eat that which is provided to them.

Due to the historical

circumstances explained in Chapter Two, Uruguayans were provided with an abundance
of cattle. When eating asado, Uruguayans are consuming not only the necessary
sustenance to survive, but their history as well. Asado consumption, as it is food and the
fuel of life, not only provides for the procreation of the Uruguayan race, but the
Uruguayan culture as well. An Uruguayan eating asado has the personal experience of
his or her meal, but (s)he also experiences a cultural tradition that possesses the history of
the development of the country.
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visitor to the country, I noticed the importance of food in any social

gathering. Just as in the United States, an Uruguayan would never invite someone to
their home without providing ample food and drink. However, the culinary array

provided was typical different from that to which I am accustomed. During my stay, I
lived with a thirty-year old woman.

She lived alone, a relatively uncommon occurrence

in Uruguay. Most people choose to continue living with their parents until getting

married, a reflection of the importance placed on community present in Uruguayan
society. Although my housemate lived alone, she lived across the street from one sister

and the hotel owned by her father and fairly close to her other sister. Thus, her family
spent at lot of time in her house. She also had a close-knit group of girlfriends with
whom she spent time at least once a week.

Every time someone was in the house, even if

it was only her sister, she would at least open a bottle of wine or whiskey.

More

commonly, she would order food from a nearby pizzeria or empanada delivery service.
Every time food was ordered, even if I was in my own bedroom studying, she would
invite me to eat with them and when I tried to pay for my portion, she would respond,
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“No, no, my treat.'®” When she invited several people over to the house, she would stop
at the store and purchase what we would refer to as “snacks,” bags of nuts or chips.
However, she would also bring home salchicha or sausage to cook in the fireplace and
eat with olives and cheese.

To Uruguayans, a meal, even a small one, is not substantial

without the presence of meat.
Thad the opportunity to observe familial culinary tradition when I was invited to
lunch with my housemate’s entire family. The lunch was in honor of a visit of her two
cousins who had moved to the United States when they were young and had only recently
reconnected with the family.

We drove out to her father’s home located about thirty

minutes away from the heart of Montevideo.

Before leaving the city, we stopped to buy a

few bags of chips and some bottles of Coke.

Even going to their father’s home, they

would not show up empty-handed.

Upon arriving, I found it interesting to note her father

cooking paella, a traditional Spanish dish of rice and seafood, because her family has
such strong Italian roots. She told me that paella was one of her father’s specialties.
However, the “Uruguayan factor” soon became evident. As we waited for the paella to
cook, her family members peppered me with questions while simultaneously forcing
pieces of bread and sausages into my hands. They seemed almost as intent on feeding me
as they were on understanding why in the world I had chosen to study in Uruguay.

By

the time the main course was served, I was already halfway full but could not refuse the
food I was offered. I was not surprised at all to find that they had opted to add pieces of
chicken and more sausage to the paella. Although my first, proper Uruguayan feast
turned out to be Spanish in nature, there was no denying its Uruguayan flair.

16
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A Southern Lebanese Thanksgiving
On the Saturday before Thanksgiving 2012, my mother and I drove across town to
my grandmother’s house to participate in the annual family “kibbee making.” Joining us

there were one of my aunts, her daughter, and my uncle and his girlfriend who wanted to
learn how kibbee was made.

Lebanese food has always been a part of my family’s

holiday menu. Until a few years ago, we prepared Lebanese dishes for every major
family gathering, Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter. Now that so many of the
grandchildren have moved farther away and cannot attend the family Easter celebration,

we only make Lebanese dishes for Thanksgiving and Christmas. In addition to kibbee,
we always have fabouli, a wheat-based salad, and cabbage rolls, which are exactly what
their name suggests, leaves of cabbage wrapped around a filling of rice and meat, rolled
into a cigar shape, and steamed.
Although the preparation of all these foods is labor-intensive, kibbee requires the
most physical effort to prepare.

When we arrived, my grandmother was already in the

midst of preparing the hashwa, the filling placed between the layers of kibbee. Hashwa
is made by browning ground meat with onions and adding salt, pepper, and cinnamon.
After the mixture cooks for a while, pine nuts are added to allow them to toast.

In

Lebanon, kibbee was traditionally made with ground lamb meat. As discussed in Chapter
3, the majority of Lebanese immigrants and their descendants now use ground beef to
make the dish since lamb is so much more expensive in the United States. However, the
beef must be prepared specially by the butcher, ground twice and have almost of the fat
removed, so that it is extremely lean. In my hometown of Vicksburg, Mississippi, the
Lebanese community is prominent enough that the butchers at the local grocery stores
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know what it means when you ask them for “kibbee meat.” The meat is measured out by
cups so one knows how much bulgur wheat to add.

My grandmother tries to adhere to

about a two to one ration, meat to wheat. Picture 4.2 shows kibbee meat after it has been
measured out. Kibbee is not always made in such large quantities; my family prepares
the kibbee for both Thanksgiving and Christmas at the same time and freezes it until we
are ready to use ii, because the process is so time consuming.

In the meantime, the

bulgur wheat is set to soak in water so that it absorbs the liquid and becomes soft, shown
in Picture 4.3.

Picture 4.2

Picture 4.3

Photos by author

While the wheat soaks, someone (usually my uncle) begins to mix the meat with
his or her hands in a kneading fashion, gradually adding salt, pepper, and cinnamon.

The

next addition is onion. Traditionally, the onions are merely finely chopped, but my
family purees them.

According to my grandmother, my great-grandfather “couldn’t stand

to bite into a piece of kibbee and get a big chunk of onion,” (Purser, 2012) so my

grandmother began pureeing the onions in a blender before mixing them into the meat.
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Even though my great-grandfather passed away before I was born, this tradition
continues in my family.

The next step is to mix the wheat into the meat. There is no

fixed amount of time for the wheat to soak, just as there are no specific measurements on

how much seasoning to add. “I do everything by touch, feel, and taste,” my grandmother
told me (Purser, 2012).

During the mixing, it is very important to keep everything moist,

so we always keep a bowl of ice water next to us in which to dip our hands when the
mixture becomes too sticky.
Picture 4.4

Picture 4.5
Photos by author

After several minutes of kneading, the kibbee mixture will change from a deep, raw red
to a light brown color (Picture 4.6).
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Picture 4.6

Picture 4.7
Photos by author

We take most of it and separate it into pans to be baked on Thanksgiving and Christmas
day. Each pan has two layers of the kibbee mixture with a layer of hashwa in between
(Picture 4.7 above). Before it is cooked (or frozen if it is being saved for a future meal),

we slice the kidbee into its traditional diagonal shape. It is important to do this before
baking for two reasons.

One, it would be extremely difficult to cut the kibbee after it was

baked without it falling apart, and two, melted butter is poured over the kibbee before it is
baked, and the cracks allow the butter to seep into the multiple layers. Some of the

kibbee mixture is not layered into pans to be baked, but formed into football shaped balls
for kibbee ni'yee. Ni’yee is an Arabic word meaning “raw.” After spending all day
preparing the holiday kibbee, kibbee ni'yee is our reward.

Each person takes a portion of

the raw kibbee, flattens it with a fork, tops it with leftover hashwa, and eats it all with
warm pita bread. . My mom, aunts, and uncle grew up eating kibbee ni'yee regularly, but

when my brother, my cousins, and I were children, we were never allowed to eat it,
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presumably because of the advancements in common knowledge about the types of

bacterias present in raw meat. Consequently, we do not have much of a taste for it. My
cousin and I generally share a portion of kibbee ni’yee, or I eat from my mother’s portion.
Picture 4.8

Picture 4.9

Photos by author

My mother and I always make the fabouli the day before Thanksgiving, both
because it takes a few hours to make and because it tastes better after sitting for several
hours. Tabouli used to be a lot more difficult to make, because all the ingredients have to

be chopped into small pieces. Traditionally, this was done by hand. These days, most
people use a food processor when making a large batch. The base of fabouli is buigur
wheat. Added to it are green onions, tomatoes, mint, parsley, olive oil, salt, and lemon

juice.
My mother and I generally start by measuring out the wheat and letting it soak,

just like when making kibbee. While the wheat soaks, we prepare the rest of the
ingredients. When we make tabouli, we always make enough for a crowd and then some.

I cannot remember a time when we have made only a reasonable amount, thus I only
know ingredient ratios for making a huge amount of rabouli. As with the kibbee, all the
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measuring is done by sight and taste. We first cut and juice lemons and set the lemon
juice aside. Using fresh lemon juice

is very important in getting the right flavor. Next, |

wash and chop the green onions by hand.

We still cut the onions by hand, because they

are too delicate for the food processor. If we are lucky, my brother or father will chop the
tomatoes for us while my mother and I perform the most time-consuming task:
“snipping” the parsley and mint.

“Snipping” has become a sort of family joke. All of my

extended family loves sabouli and will suddenly appear whenever my mother prepares it,
and she always threatens them with the prospect of making them help snip. The recipe
calls for curly leaf parsley, meaning that we have to snip all the leaves off the stems with

kitchen scissors. Also, the mint leaves have to be folded in half and have their stems
removed as well. The entire process takes about an hour with two people snipping.

Then, we pack the parsley and mint into the food processor and run it until they are finely
chopped. Once all the ingredients are prepared, we squeeze the excess water out of the
wheat, place it in a mixing bowl, and begin adding all the chopped ingredients. Next
comes liberal amount of olive oil, lemon juice, and salt. My mother and I take turns
tasting the fabouli and adding ingredients until we are satisfied with the taste. We place
it in the refrigerator knowing that my grandmother will taste it the next morning and
declare that it needs more salt.
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Picture 4.10

Picture 4.11

Photos by author

In addition to these classic Lebanese dishes, my maternal family also feasts on

traditional Thanksgiving foods. Our table also boasts platters of turkey, ham, dressing,
sweet potatoes, green beans, cranberry sauce, and rolls. For dessert, we have always

have pumpkin, pecan, and apple pies. Growing up, I did not realize the unique quality of
my family’s Thanksgiving.

For a long time, I assumed every family ate kibbee, tabouli,

and cabbage rolls on Thanksgiving, because for me, those foods are such strong
identifiers of holidays and family celebrations. I cannot imagine a Thanksgiving or
Christmas without those foods. I remember being upset when my grandmother decided
to stop making Lebanese food for the Easter meal, because I was afraid that it would not

feel like Easter without them. Indeed, it took a few years to adjust to not having
Lebanese food on the Easter menu.
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An important Lebanese culinary tradition in my community of Vicksburg is the
Lebanese dinner put on annually by the women of St. George’s Greek Orthodox Church.
The Lebanese dinner began in 1960 as a fundraiser for the church and has been
celebrated annually for over fifty years since.

As the Lebanese community has dwindled,

the Vicksburg community has latched onto the tradition as an expected part of the
community calendar, making it more successful every year. The dinner has grown so
large that the ladies have developed a system of sorts to ensure that every batch of kibbee
turns out the same. For several years, each contributor mixed and baked her batch of
kibbee in her own home, meaning each batch contained different ratios of wheat to meat

and different amount of spices. Now, all the spices are mixed and separated into packets
beforehand, and the wheat, meat, and onions are measured out as well (Streeter, 2010).
In 2012, the church served 3,500 meals.

This year, 2013, St. George’s hosted its fifty-

third Lebanese dinner on February 25. In the February edition of a Mississippi magazine,
Bluffs and Bayous, Lori West, President of the Women of St. George was quoted saying,
““Our dinner celebrates the Old World traditions, charm, and certainly the culinary talents
passed down from generation to generation to mother and daughter, even sons’”
(Nassour, 2013).
The above stories are only a few of many examples of how the identity of the

Lebanese community in the Mississippi Delta is based in culinary traditions. In my
mother’s family, every family gathering is marked by preparing too much food and the

following “brain trust” that occurs after the meal. The phrase is one coined by my cousin
and refers to the hours passed at my grandmother’s round, wooden kitchen table listening
to my grandmother, mother, aunts, cousins, great-aunts, and everyone in between tell
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their favorite stories. In the face of racial discrimination and pressures to abandon their
Lebanese heritage, immigrants clung to the familiarity of their foodways, passing down
culinary traditions through the generations.

Over the passing of years, these traditions

have become a marker of the Southern Lebanese identity, a basis for outsiders to

understand and relate to the community as well as a way for the members themselves to
understand their identity.
Survey Analysis
As part of my original research for this project, I surveyed members of both the
Uruguayan and Delta Lebanese cultures. I asked the participants the same questions, but
presented the surveys in the native language of the participant, either English or Spanish
(see Appendices One and Two).

The Delta Lebanese respondents are members of my

family and social circle in my hometown and contacts made through a Facebook group
for Lebanese people living in the Mississippi Delta called El Monsif to Mississippi (El
Monsif was the name of the area from which most of our ancestors immigrated in the late
nineteenth century). The map below clarifies what I mean by residents of the Mississippi
Delta.
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("Map of mississippi," 2011)

The Lebanese community in my hometown is very close-knit and supportive, so I had no
trouble finding respondents.

I was a little surprised at the number of responses I received

from posting the links to the surveys in the Facebook group.

The group has over 170

members, the majority of whom I have never met, but several of them jumped at the
opportunity to participate only hours after the links were posted.

The mere existence of a

group specifically for people with Lebanese ancestry living in the Mississippi Delta
validates my decision to use the Lebanese community as a part of my basis of study for

this thesis. The willingness of the members to participate in such a project further serves
to emphasize that point.
The Uruguayan respondents are friends I made during my five month stay in the
country and additional friends and contacts of theirs. Upon my return, I applied for IRB

approval for this particular project, since I had completed IRB training a few years
before. Once I was granted approval, I wrote the surveys and distributed them
electronically.

I chose to use the Internet to administer the surveys, because my

respondent base is so broad and geographically separated.

I received more responses
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from the Delta Lebanese group, because my contact base for members of that group is
much wider. My survey was split into two parts due to the requirements of the survey
website I used, meaning that some of the respondents only responded to part of the
survey, either by choice or mistake. Since the surveys were anonymous, I could not
individually contact each respondent to correct this issue. In total, I received twenty

responses to Part One of the survey from the Delta Lebanese group and twelve responses
to Part One from the Uruguayan group. Additionally, I received thirteen responses to

Part Two of the survey from the Delta Lebanese group and ten responses to Part Two
from the Uruguayan group.
Part One of the survey asked respondents to describe their ethnicity, culinary
traditions, and the connections between those two things.

Part Two asked for information

about the location where the respondent most often consume his or her meals, the gender
of the person who cooks the most in his or her family, and his or her personal opinions on
the relationship between one’s food choices and one’s cultural heritage. Samples of the
surveys can be found in the appendix section.
Part One of the survey administered to members of the Delta Lebanese
community revealed the significance of food in maintaining group identity. Although
none of the respondents were one hundred percent Lebanese, seventy-five percent of
them named kibbee when asked for a food which exemplifies their cultural identity. This
statistic proves the importance of Lebanese heritage to later generations and shows how
strong the relationship is between the Lebanese identity and Lebanese food. Some
respondents noted the outside influences that had a hand in defining kibbee as the
quintessential Lebanese food. Once Lebanese communities had been established in
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several Delta communities, members of other cultural groups began to eat Lebanese food.

Asa member of the Lebanese community in Vicksburg, I can attest to the fact that many
other residents of the town know very little about Lebanese culture apart from the food.
This knowledge stems from traditions such as the annual Lebanese dinner hosted by the
Greek Orthodox Church, mentioned in the ethnography section.

In other communities, it

comes from long-standing Lebanese restaurants run by the descendants of Lebanese
immigrants. Kibbee is traditionally served after church every Sunday, so anyone invited
into a Lebanese home on a Sunday would be served kibbee. As one respondent said, “the
choice of kibbee to exemplify the Lebanese cultural identity was an external choice made
by the non-Lebanese community rather than an internal choice made by the members of
the Lebanese community themselves.”

To the Lebanese community, kibbee was just

another part of the regular meal circulation.

However, efforts made to preserve the

Lebanese culture have resulted in the glorification of the dish to its current position as the
most known and popular Lebanese dish, inside and outside of the Lebanese community.
This example shows how identity construction in immigrant communities is not entirely
dependent on the community member’s perceptions of themselves but the perceptions of
those members of the larger community regarding the immigrant group.
Another commonality I found in the survey responses from the Delta Lebanese
group was a repeated emphasis on the role of Lebanese food in social, family, or religious
gatherings. When asked if they practiced any culinary traditions, all the respondents who
responded affirmatively described preparing and eating Lebanese food for holidays,
special events, or just large gatherings of friends and family.
a marker of special events such as these.

Lebanese food has become

I find this to be significant, because, as
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previously stated, all the respondents to this survey have other ancestry in addition to
Lebanese. However, they choose to practice traditions that perpetuate their Lebanese
heritage. One respondent described this phenomenon when he or she wrote, “...preparing
and eating Lebanese food make me feel a part of the culture that my family heritage
exhibits.” Food in the Lebanese culture, in all its forms, represents togetherness. The act
of preparing the food is an ethnic celebration while consuming it together increases the
sense of unity within the family or group of friends present at the meal. One of the

respondents described it perfectly writing that food is “the outward expression of our
ethnicity.”
Perhaps it is due to this desire to connect with and practice one’s heritage that a
majority of respondents also reported learning most of their cooking skills from their
mother or other family members.

Out of the twenty respondents to Part One of the

survey, seventeen said they knew how to cook and learned how from a relative, mostly
females. Even though some cited the Internet or cookbooks as sources for recipes, the
basic methods and skills they rely upon to cook are those taught to them by their
Lebanese ancestors. For example, my mother always keeps a few specific ingredients in
the house: olive oil, rice, lentils, and chick peas-all staples of a Lebanese kitchen.

Although as a student I eat most of my meals on campus, my pantry always has at least
three of those items. In this way, Lebanese culinary traditions are passed down on a daily
basis and become integrated into daily life. Even if the meal being prepared is not
Lebanese in origin, the essence of it is. Cultural identity does not have to be overt

displays of one’s ethnic traditions, it can exist in subtle ways as well.
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The surveys administered to Uruguayans showed slightly different results in that
there was more presence of an overarching, national pride in Uruguayan cuisine. This is
to be expected, given that the two groups are different in nature; Uruguayan is a

nationality, but the Lebanese in the Mississippi Delta are a subgroup of the American
nationality. For example, when asked if they believed there is a food or dish that

exemplifies their national identity, one hundred percent of respondents named a specific
meat dish or e/ asado in general. This result shows the strong association Uruguayans

have with beef. None of the respondents simply stated “beef” or “e/ asado” as their
answer and moved on to the next question.

Instead, they all wrote a sentence or two

about why beef is so central to the Uruguayan identity. A few respondents cited the great
abundance of cattle and high quality of beef in Uruguay, but others provided more
culturally significant responses.

One respondent claimed asado holds such an important

role, “...Because we are an agriculture, livestock based country, and cooking asado...is a
ritual that unites and congregates.”'’ Another said, “It’s tradition in Uruguay, it’s
something that identifies us culturally.”'® The relationship between Uruguayans and e/
asado also hinges on the fact that it “was the first richness of the country.”"”
However, several respondents discussed eating Italian dishes such as pizza and
pastas or seafood dishes of Spanish origin, especially when asked what they ate on
holidays. A few respondents explicitly stated the presence of European traditions in
Uruguayan cooking. For example, when asked if he or she thought their culture
influenced their culinary preferences, one respondent said, “Due to our ancestors, Italian

" “Porque somos un pais agricola-ganadero y el hecho de cocinar el asado...es todo un ritutal que
congrega y retine”’
“Es tradicion en Uruguay, es algo que no identifica culturalmente.”
“Fue la primera riqueza del pais”
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and Spanish food are always present.””° Another responded to the same question by
saying, “I prefer those of my ancestors,” stating very clearly that she holds the culinary
customs of her heritage over those that are uniquely Uruguayan.

Despite this one answer.

the responses I received overall show that Uruguayans, although conscious and proud of
their European heritage, are more proud of their identity as Uruguayans.

Clearly, their

European roots are a part of this identity, but the traditions that mean more to modern
Uruguayans are those that they can claim as their own.
An overarching theme present in all the surveys administered was the unifying
and familiar nature of food. Both Uruguayan and Lebanese Delta respondents cited food
as the central gathering point for congregations of family and friends. One of the
questions asked was, ““Why do you eat the food you eat?” Even those that responded
with answers such as, “because it is cheap, I like the way it tastes, It’s healthy” cited the
importance of preparing and eating “traditional” food during special occasions such as
holidays or large gatherings.

Both of the groups studied in this thesis have had over a

century to adapt to the traditions and customs of their country of immigration.

Those

people who participated in the surveys are not immigrants themselves, but the descents of
immigrants who carry the responsibility of keeping the traditions of their ancestors alive.
Preparing traditional Lebanese, Spanish, or Italian recipes every day is no longer
necessary, because they inherited a separate, national identity from birth. Members of
these groups use food to celebrate and construct the part of their identity that is based on
their heritage while also maintaining the identity into which they were born. People in
these groups identify as Americans and Uruguayans, but maintain the customs of their
ancestors as a tribute to the efforts they made to integrate themselves into a new society.
20
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As one respondent said, “...those Lebanese foods are really the only indicator of my
Lebanese heritage. Otherwise I’d just be a plain American.”
Table 4.1
|

Delta Lebanese

Uruguayan

Number of Respondents

Part 1: 20, Part 2: 13

Part 1: 12, Part 2: 10

Number of Respondents

7 of 20 (35%)

5 of 12 (41.6%)

13 of 20 (65%)

7 of 12 (58.3%)

17 of 20 (85%)

10 of 12 (83.3%)

19 of 20 (95%)

11 of 12 (91.6%)

12 of 13 (92.3%)

9 of 10 (90%)

Between Ages 20-50
Number of Respondents
Between Ages 50-70
Learned to cook from
family member
Noted importance of
heritage in culinary culture
Answered “yes” when
asked if they believe food
contributes to cultural
identification
The above table presents a concise version of information I gathered in my
surveys. The table does not show numbers from every question asked, because some
were not able to be analyzed in such a numerical fashion. The responses to these
questions have been addressed above.

However, I included the information most
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pertinent to answering my research question. A quick glance shows that the two groups
surveyed provided largely similar responses. Eighty-five percent of Delta Lebanese
respondents and eighty-three percent of Uruguayan respondents cited a family member as

their primary source of culinary knowledge, indicating strong retention of familiar
culinary traditions. An even higher percentage, (ninety-five percent of Delta Lebanese
and ninety-one percent of Uruguayan respondents) explicitly stated that culinary culture
is of high importance in their heritage. One Delta Lebanese respondent described food as
“perhaps the only remaining outward manifestation of my heritage.” Finally, ninety-two
percent of Delta Lebanese respondents and ninety percent of Uruguayan respondents
answered “yes” when asked if they thought culinary traditions contribute to cultural
identification. When considered in conjunction with one another, these three statistics
indicate a correlation between the continuation of culinary traditions through the
generations and a recognized importance of culinary traditions to cultural identity.
One issue that has not been directly addressed in this thesis thus far is the
relationship between gender and food culture. I mention it now, briefly, in how the
relationship between gender roles and culinary culture can be observed in each case, but
do not delve into any existing theory, due to the breadth of the topic. One of the most
notable differences between the Southern Lebanese and Uruguayan cases is which gender
plays the most important role in identity perpetuation and construction.

In Southern

Lebanese homes, women assume the traditional role of the primary cook. In my opinion,
this is because the bulk of Lebanese cooking is done indoors in a kitchen, traditionally a
woman’s territory. In contrast, men perform an important role in the construction of
Uruguayan identity. Being that asado plays an integral part in Uruguayan culture, the
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fact that the asador”' is almost always a male is noteworthy.

This tradition likely stems

from the belief that cooking meat over an open fire is a masculine task. However,
Uruguayan women occupy the same role as women in the Southern Lebanese culture in

that they are in charge of the meals produced inside the kitchen. Most of the survey
respondents from each culture who said they knew how to cook cited a female as the
person who taught them. This facts shows how women exist as the primary keepers of
culinary knowledge and thus integral to identity construction, despite the role of men in
preparing Uruguayan asado.

Conclusion
Culinary traditions embody the evolution of the immigrant identity. They possess
more resiliency than other cultural traditions, such as language, because there is less
influence from outside forces.

Learning the vernacular of one’s new country of residence

is anecessity for survival, but adopting all of its culinary traditions is not. Immigrants
hold culinary practices as close as possible to their original, because they are the only
retainable source of familiarity in an unfamiliar environment.

The customs that have

survived to present day are those which contain the most meaning to the current members
of thecultural group, whether they are Lebanese Delta or Uruguayan.

They are chosen to

be the iconic symbols of that group and what it means to be a part of it, or, in other
words, they are the outward expression of what it means to be a member.

More

importantly, they are the basis upon which members of each group structure their cultural
identity. Just as the culinary traditions of the Lebanese in Mississippi and Uruguayans
have had to undergo adaptations through the years, the members of both these groups
"the person who cooks the asado
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

The aim of this thesis was to determine why culinary traditions play such an
important role in the formation of cultural identity in immigrant communities, using the
Southern Lebanese and Uruguayan communities as case studies. Through analysis of
historical, secondary, primary, and ethnographic sources, I designate several reasons for
this phenomenon.

Culinary traditions carry inherent, sensory reminders of one’s ethnic

heritage. Unlike with other cultural markers such as clothing or language, immigrants
can retain the authenticity of their culinary traditions by practicing them in a private
sphere. Eventually, as a result of assimilation and the passing of time, these revered

traditions evolve into something new, a food culture that neither fits within the
parameters of the group’s original heritage nor the mainstream one.
The two cultural groups chosen for this study share a common characteristic of a
history defined by immigration.

Although the cases possess differences of magnitude,

this shared historical background paves the way for shared cultural identity structures,
such as the prevalence of culinary traditions. This commonality created a clashing of
cultures and a desire for cultural familiarity during the identity construction process of
each group. Immigration enhances the variable factors of identity, a situation that fosters
a sense of powerlessness.

Immigrants respond to this feeling by clinging to their heritage

in the most viable way available to them: food culture.
The natural desire to categorize oneself as a means of identification extends to
how people understand their ethnic or cultural identity. This assigned category has
several branches or “subcategories,” an important of one of which is gastronomy or food
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culture. Not only is the consumption of food essential for survival, the practices of
preparing, consuming, and sharing help establish and reaffirm one’s identity. This strong
desire to understand oneself is only exacerbated in situations such as immigration in
which people suddenly find themselves without the normal, daily identity affirmations.
Identity construction or reconstruction, in the case of immigrant communities, is a
complex process dependent on various factors. Rather than attempting to recreate their
original culture in a completely authentic manner, immigrants allow for adaptations in
some ways while attempting to retain the authenticity of those traditions most significant
to their cultural identity. For this reason, immigrants often emphasize the role of culinary
traditions in the reconstruction of their identity, because they can exercise more control
over their food choices than most other culturally identifying traditions. The efforts of
the original Lebanese immigrants to the Mississippi Delta and the European immigrants
to Uruguay remain visible in the way the modern members of these groups identify
themselves, both on an internal level within their cultural group and an external one in the
way they talk about themselves and portray themselves to outsiders.
However, the identity of the modern members of the two groups discussed
possesses a distinct dual nature. They are no longer Spanish or Italian immigrants living
in Uruguay or Lebanese immigrants living in Mississippi. That is to say, although
Uruguayans first identify nationally as Uruguayan and members of the Lebanese
community in Mississippi first identity as Southern Americans, Uruguayans also identify
strongly with their European roots, whether they be Spanish, Italian, or another ethnicity,
just as descendants of the Lebanese immigrants to Mississippi identify strongly with their
Lebanese heritage. The main method of this identification is through practicing the
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culinary traditions of their ancestors and incorporating those practices into the culinary

vernacular of Uruguay and Mississippi.
While I cannot say for sure, I believe that my findings regarding the Southern
Lebanese and Uruguayan communities would be similar to those produced if someone

were to do a similar study using different cultural groups. I would expect to see the same
trends in the survey results of respondents demonstrating an awareness of the importance
of culinary culture to their identity, discussing the importance of their culinary culture in
their family traditions, and citing their ancestry as one of the main influencing factors in
their modern culinary culture. I make this claim, because food and culinary culture are
one of the few characteristics shared by every community in the world.
Part of the reason I wanted to compare Uruguayans to descendants of Lebanese
immigrants to the Mississippi Delta was because the groups are seemingly so different.
When I told people my thesis topic, I generally received a confused look paired with a
response about how it seemed “interesting.” While researching and writing this thesis
was certainly interesting, it is more important to note that the apparent differences in the
two cultures I compare in this thesis only strengthen my claim that culinary culture plays
akey role in the identification process of members of communities influenced by
immigration.

Despite the apparent differences between Uruguay and the Lebanese

community in the Mississippi Delta, my data shows that the members of these two
cultures do identify themselves in similar ways because of the commonalities in their

respective histories.
The evidence provided by my surveys and ethnographical data shows that
culinary culture continues to play an important role in the way Uruguayans and members
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of the Lebanese community in the Delta identify themselves, although none of the people
I interviewed or observed are immigrants.

The modern members of these communities

identify themselves in the way that was taught to them by their ancestors, the actual

immigrants to Uruguay and Mississippi, in a manner centered on culinary traditions. For
this reason, culinary culture plays a central role in how Uruguayans and the Southern
today.
Lebanese identify themselves, even
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community
dix 1: Survey of members of the Southern Lebanese

Appen’™”
personal

Facts.

Ethnicity:

Age,

Stare

relationship with food.
al
on
rs
pe
ur
yo
be
ri
sc
1, De

your heritage?
9, What importance does food have in

family, friends, etc.?
3, Do you usually eat alone or with

4, (a.) Do you know how to cook?
No

Yes

(b.) If yes, from whom did you learn?

5. (a.) Do you think there is a food that exemplifies your national identity?
No

Yes

(b.) If yes, list that food and explain why.

6. What is your ancestry?

e
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7, (a.) Do you practice any traditions related to food?
No

Yes

(b.) If yes, describe them.

g, When you cook, do you use family recipes or recipes from another source?

9, Where do you usually eat?

10. What foods do you eat on holiday? Why?

11. Who cooks the most in your family?
women

both

men

12. (a.) Do you think food contributes to cultural identification?
Yes

No

(b.) Why or why not?

ao

wet
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Appendix 2: Survey of members of the Uruguayan community
:
Datos Personales
Edad:

Ftnia:

1. ;Cémo es su relacién personal con la comida?

2. Qué importancia tiene la comida en su herencia?

3. zGeneralmente, come usted solo 0 con amigos, familia, etc.?

4. (a) ;Sabes como cocinar?
Si

No

(b)Si si, 3de quien aprendiste?

5. (a)Piensa usted que hay una comida que ejemplifica su identidad national?
Si

No

a
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(b) Si sf aque es, y por que cre
e usted que esta comida es imp
ortante a su identidad
nacional?

6.

7.

{Qué ascendencia tiene usted?

(a)jPractica usted algunas tradiciones relacionadas con la comida?

No

Si
(b) Si si, describalas.

8.

Cuando cocina usted, usa recetas familiares, o recetas de otra fuente?

9.

Donde come usted, generalmente?

10.

Qué platos come usted en los dias festivos? ;Por qué?

11.

¢Quién cocina mas en su familia? Marque uno.

mujeres

hombres

los dos

wHE
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‘ural /
cultural?
contribuye a la identidad
comida
la
que
usted
12. (a.) jCree

Si
(b.) Por qué?

Ne

orita.
13. Describa su comida fav

lo que c ome?
ponible, es barato, es
14. ,PornS qué come usted
(porque es saludable, es dis

tradiciOn, etc)

i uye sus preferencias culinarias?
sted que su cultura infl
15. i4Cree uste

>

~
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Appendix 3: Southern Lebanese Recipe
Roz)
Jadara (Imjadara

| cup lentils

1 cup rice

Water

1 large onion

1 tsp. salt

1/2 cup oil

1/2 isp. black pepper

Check lentils for any foreign matter. Wash thoroughly.
boil. Drain and rinse.

Put in 2 quart boiler. Bring to

Return to boiler with 1 quart of water.

Bring to boil again.

Add

salt, pepper, and rice. While rice and beans are cooking, brown chopped or thinly sliced

onions in oil in skillet. Add oil to rice mixture and use onions to garnish top when
served, or stir both onions and oil into rice mixture.

Kibbee Ni’Yee
2 cups cracked wheat (bulgar)

2 tsp. salt

2 pounds ground lamb or beef

1 tsp. black pepper

2 large onions

1 tsp. ground cinnamon

Wash wheat several times in cold water.

Allow wheat to stand in water for about 1 hour.

Grind meat and onions fine. Mix with seasonings and wheat.

If necessary, moisten

hands in smal! bowl filled with cold water. Thorough mixing or kneading of the mixture
is very important.

>
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Tabouli

cracked wheat
2 cups medium-weight

1 cup chopped mint leaves

6 cups water

1/2 cup lemon juice

| bunch green onions

1/2 cup olive oil

| small bunch parsley

3 tomatoes

salt and pepper to taste

Wash and soak wheat in water for about two hours. Squeeze dry with hands. Chop

onions, parsley, and mint and add to wheat, along with seasonings and lemon juice and
oil. Cut tomatoes into 1-inch pieces. Add to other ingredients. Mix well.

«The above recipes are from the cookbook Waddad's Kitchen: Lebanese Zest, Southern

Best. Recipes may vary
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Appendix 4: Uruguayan Recipes*
Faind

2 1/2 cups garbanzo bean flour
1 tsp. salt
7 tbsp. olive oil
Freshly ground black pepper
2-2 1/2 cups water
In a medium bowl, whisk the garbanzo bean flour together with salt, 3 tablespoons of the
olive oil, and a generous amount of ground black pepper.
Whisk in 1 3/4 cups of water until the mixture is well blended. Set batter aside for about
ahalf hour, to let the garbanzo flour absorb some of the water.

Preheat the oven to 450 degrees. When it is hot, place the remaining 4 tablespoons of
olive oil in a 12 inch pizza pan. Heat the pan in the oven until very hot.
Gradually stir remaining water into the batter mixture until it is thin enough to pour.
Remove the hot pizza pan from oven, and immediately pour the batter into the pan. The
batter should make a thin (about 1/4 inch) layer. Place the pan back in the oven and bake
until faina is golden and crispy (about 8 to 10 minutes).
Chivito

4 large sandwich buns
2 beef filet steaks or 4 thin slices of grilled steak
8 pieces of bacon
4 slices of deli ham
4 tomato slices
4 eggs
4 slices of mozzarella cheese
1-2 tbsp. butter
Lettuce
Mayonnaise
Ketchup
Salt and pepper to taste
Place a large skillet over medium heat and cook the bacon slices until crispy. Set aside

on paper towels to cool.
If using the filet steaks, drain the excess bacon fat out of the skillet. Slice each filet in
haive crosswise, to make 2 thin steaks (4 total). Sprinkle with coarse salt, and use a

maliet to pound the steaks even thinner.
Heat the skillet over medium high heat until hot, and place steaks on the skillet. Cook for
about 2 minutes per side, or until desired doneness. Remove to paper towels to cool.
Wipe the skillet clean. Melt the butter in over medium heat, and fry eggs sunnyside up
until desired doneness.
Preheat the broiler.

90
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Assemble sandwiches: Spread inside of buns with ketchup and mayonnaise. Place lettuce
slices over bottom half of buns. Top with a slice of beef, 2 bacon slices, a slice of ham, a
slice of tomato, and a slice of mozzarella.

Place sandwiches (uncovered) under the broiler briefly (keeping a close eye on them) to
melt the cheese. Remove from oven and add the fried egg over the cheese, then top with
the other half of the bun. Serve immediately.
Makes 4 large sandwiches.
Pasta a la Caruso

1 pound pasta
3 tablespoons flour
2 tablespoons olive oil
1 tablespoon beef bouillon (about 3 cubes), or to
taste
1 large onion, chopped
2 cups milk or cream
1 cup sliced mushrooms
1/2 cup shredded mozzarella cheese
1/4 pound smoked deli ham, chopped
3 tablespoons butier
1/4 cup grated parmesan cheese
In a heavy skillet, sauté chopped onion in the olive oil until soft and fragrant, about 5
minutes.
Add sliced mushrooms and cook, stirring, until mushrooms have browned and most of

the water is evaporated. Stir in ham and set aside.
Bring large pot of salted water to a boil. Cook pasta according to package directions.
While pasta is cooking, melt butter in a saucepan. Whisk in flour. Cook over medium
heat until just bubbly.
Add milk slowly to the saucepan, stirring. Add bouillon. Continue to heat milk, stirring
with a whisk, until sauce thickens and just starts to come to a boil. Remove from heat and
stir in cheeses. Stir in sautéed mushrooms and onions.
Drain pasta well. Ladle sauce over pasta and serve.
Serves 4-6

*The above recipes come from Marian Blazes at SouthAmericanFoods.com.
of my knowledge, they accurately represent these popular Uruguayan recipes.

To the best
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